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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
This paper was written in an attempt to determine the influences 
which led the apostle Paul to use the !)articular framework and terminol-
ogy found in the second chapter of his first letter to the Corinthians. 
The problem of Pauline polemic and terminology has interested this 
writer for some time. The initial interest was prompted by the pro-
nouncements of The Lutheran Church--Missouri Synod on the position of 
women in the church. This investigation continues in the Synod as a 
whole. While looking into the Biblical background of this matter, the 
writer was naturally attracted to the -pertinent l)8.ssages in the first 
epistle of Paul to the Corinthians (1 Cor. 11:2-16; 14:J4-,6). St. Paul's 
use of the order of creation in the eleventh chapter led to the con-
sideration of the whole cosmological outlook and angelology which affect 
that nassage. From there it was an easy step to proceed to the broader 
examination of the various religious and philosonhic influences which 
were current in Paul's d.ay such as the mystery religions. Gnosticism, 
Greek nhilosophy and mythology. and Jewish apocalY!)tic literature. V.a.ny 
similarities could be pointed out. Gradually. however, the study shifted 
from the practical consideration of the implications for woman suffrage 
to the broader study of Paul's preaching of the Gospel in the various 
situations he faced. How was Paul influenced, if at all? Why d.id he 
say ·things the way he did? Was his message uniquely Christian. or was 
it an outgrowth of Paul's environment, adapted to that same environment? 
This type of question has concerned Biblical scholars for centuries: but 
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interest in this type of question has accelerated since the major 
manuscript discoveries at ~wnran and Na~-Hammadi. 
In order to limit the s~~cific area of inves tigation for a pa~er of 
this type, the second chapter of Paul's first letter to the Corinthians 
was chosen. Perha:os more than any other section of Paul's writings, 
this chapter is cited in atte~ts to nrovo that Paul was Rpeaking as a 
heathen philoso~her or as a Gnostic. Centering our attention on this 
chl.tpter, then, we will try to define some of the influanceA which sur-
~ounded Paul and try to det~rmine tentatively to what e.Y.tent these did 
influence him, if nt all. 
The most orderly manner to ~roce~d in a brief ~aner lik~ this , 
nerha.ns, is to comment by veraes. The cha~ter divides its~lf readily 
into three sections: 1-5; 6-9; 10-16. Each of these sections will be 
the subject of a chapter of this -pa~er, with a general conclusion 
a "Opended. 
It is difficult to define with any finality uh:1t particular influ-
(lnCEHl d.id affect Paul. Hatch is of thl'l opinion that inside thei original 
Chris tian communitie~ were men who began to speculate \l'ljOn the basis of 
one or the other elements of the Christian faith. He believes. too. 
that outside these communities men began to g2.ther into otheir communities 
which hP.d the same moral aims a.s the original communities. and which 
a~eeled in the me.in to the same authorities, but in which the simple 
forms of worship were elaborated into a thauma.turgic ritual. Under this 
elaboration. the solid facts of Scripture history ev~:porated into mist. 
They were linked on the one hand with the cults of the Greek mysteries, 
and on the other with ~hilosophical idealism. The tendency to conceive 
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of abstract ideas as substance, with for~ and real existence, received 
in them its extreme develo~ment. Wisdom and vice, silence and desire, 
were real beings. They were not, as they had been to earlier thinkers, 
mere thin va~ors which had floated upwards from the world of sensible 
existence, and hung like cloud a in an uncertain twilight. As Hatch 
sum1M.rizes. the real world was indeed not the world of sensible exist-
ence, of thoughtn and utterances about sensible things, but a world in 
which sensible existences were the shadows and not the real substance, 
the waves and not the sea.l Such was one great influential thought 
environment. 
Then, too, one must continually reckon with the fact that under the 
Roman Emnire a host of religions and systems of thought were inter-
mingled., and often in the strangest mixtures. It was the age of syncre-
tism. 2 Accordinr, to Schlatter, among all the religions then prevelant 1 
none came so near to Chriotiani ty a s Gnosticism.3 Now Gnosticism is a 
ty-oical ~roduct of syncretism which makes use of all sorts of elements. 
1 ometirnes the Christian factor was very firmly maintained, while at 
other times it was merely incidental or simply not there at an.4 In 
Jaeger's opinion, 11Gnostic'1 is the fashionable word for the trend to 
tran$cend the s~here of nistis, which in Greek ~hiloso~hical language 
lEdwin Hatch, ~ Influence of ~ ~ .2.!! Christianity (New 
York: Harper and Brothers, c.195?), p. lJO. 
2Willern Cornelis von Unnik, lrewly Discovered Gnostic Writings 
(Naperville, Illinois: Allenson Publishing Co •• 1960), P• 29. 
)Adolf Schlatter,~ Church.!!!~~ Testament Period, trans-
lated from the GerJl!l.n by Patu P. Leve.rtoff (London: SPCK, 1955), P• 91. 
4unnik, 2Jl• .£!!., p. 29. 
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always had the connotation of the subjective.5 Some scholars, such as , 
Adolf Harnack, formerly held that Gnosticism was the prenature Helleni-
zation of Christianity;6 but now scholars are of the opinion that 
Christianity acted upon it.7 
Many scholars today hold the opinion that Gnosticism arose apart 
from any Christian influence. Indeed, they claim that it is older than 
Christianity, and is a phenomenon of -pagan syncretism, which mingled 
/ Greek and oriental religion in the greatest variety of forms, filled 
them out with mystical traits, and at the same time combined them with 
~hiloso~hical ideas and modes of thought.a Gnosticism itself was not a 
, closed system of rigidly circumscribed dogmas, but rather a · movement of 
the spirit without definite frontiers, in many lands, among all manner 
of men, through century after century. Unnik sees six ma.in streams of 
influence which have to be taken into account: 1) Iran; 2) Babylonia; 
3) Western Asia; 4) Greece; 5) Judaism; and 6) Egypt.9 Gnosticism, 
then, is a product of a world full of religious ideas and convictions, 
flowing and min~ling together. 
r
. In general, the Gnostics thought that they were originally spiritual 
beings who had come to live in souls and bodies; they had once dwelt in 
5werner Jaeger, Early Christianity and Greek Pa.ideia (Cambridge, Mas-
sachusetts: The Belknap Press of Harvard University Press, c.1961), P• 53. 
6Jean Doresse, The Secret ~ of the Eqptian Gnostics, translated 
by Philip Ma.iret (New York: The Viking Press, Inc., c.1960), ~. 302. 
7Ibid., P• '325. 
8Hans Lietzmann, ~ Beginnings .Qf. the Christian Church, translated 
by Bertram Lee Woolf (Third edition; London: Lutterworth Press, 1958), 
:p. 277. 
9unnik, ~· ill•, :p. 35f • 
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the spiritual world above but had. fallen into this .,,orld of sense and 
sin. Now. thanks to their self-knowledge, they were hastening back 
above, having been redeemed from this world below. "The Gnostic is a 
Gnostic because he knows, by revelation, who his true self is. Other 
religions are in varying measure God-centered. The Gnostic is self-
centered . n lO Gnostic self-knowledge, the result of revelation, is 
salvation; so it is described in the Gosnel of Truth: 
Consequently if one is a Gnostic, he is from above. If he is 
called. he is wont to heed, to respond, and to turn to Him who 
calls him. and go upward to Him. And he is wont to understand how 
he i s called. Being a Gnostic, he is wont to do the will of Him 
who called him, is wont to wish to please Him, is wont to receive 
rest. ~ach one's name is wont to become his own. He who thus 
shall know 1s wont to understand whence he came and whither he 
goes. He is wont to understand as one who, having been drunk, bas 
returned from his drunkenness, having returned to be himself alone: 
he has set on their feet the things that are his own.11 
Other works from the Nag-Ha.mnndi discovery, such as the Gospel .Qf Thomae, 
outline other emphases of the Gnostic t~achings in a total grouu of 
forty-four books. Laeuchl i d.emonstrates that some of these terms and 
thought patterns can be discovered throughout the New Testament.12 
There remain, however, many essential :problems to which the his-
torian sees no solution. To outline Gnosticism in general is one thing; 
to sstiimte its impact and. evolution is another. and more important. 
There is still some doubt as to the precise content of the Gnostic myths; 
none of the t exts that Gnosticism has directly be~ueathed deal with its 
lORobert MoQueen Grant. Gnosticism~ Early Christianity (New 
York: Columbia University Press, o.1959), P• 8. 
11Gospel 2.f. Truth. 22: 3-19 • 
12samu.al Laeuohli, The Language of E!.llh (New York: Abingdon Press, 
c.1962), p . 39. 
ii 
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fundamental subjects. Concerning the sects, their prophets, the a uthors 
of their sacred books and thair daily religious life , thare is ~racti-
cally no informe.tion. As Unnik says, it is bec~u~e the inforrration in 
this fielcl. is so fra.gmenta!'y, and the lines of interconnection so hn,o-
thetical, that it is so difficult to arrive a t any firm conclusions.13 
Some scholars feel that the so-cA.lled Gnostic pressures on Chris-
tianity hav~ not come from the Greek thought-world at all. These men 
t a lk in terms of n , re-Christian Jewish Gnosticism. For example, !.a.Sor 
Som1:1th1ng like this "!)re-Christian Jewish Gnosticism is found in 
the ~umran theology. It is not cosmologically dualistic. It does 
not quite h..-w~ the doctrine of lmowledge found among the later 
Gnostics--but it is tending in that direction. It does not have 
th~ ~peculative ch.~ract eristics of Philonic Jud~ism. But it does 
put sufficient stress on esoteric knowledge that a system of ranks 
hA.d deve.loped within its membership.14 
I n liber.13.l Hellenistic ,J'uda,i ~m, to ba stl.:!'e, syncretism was a highly 
respectable movement. 11Were not e.11 religions fundamentally one? Did 
not all worshi-p the same God , by wh~tever n~m<?- they might cs.11 him, or 
whP. t ever rites they userl? If so, it 1..,as not necessary scrupulously to 
avoid all t::ontact with foreign cults.1115 Possibly the Qumran sects had 
to combat such thinking. Then, too, Persi~n, Hindu, and Man<1-~ean 
similarities have been pointed out by various scholars; but while the 
similarities are marked, the ar~nents are not yet convincing for any 
13unnik, .Qll• .Q.!i., p . 26. 
ll~William Sanford La.Sor, AmazinP, ~ Sea Scrolls ~ the Christian 
Faith (Chicago: Moody Press, c.1956), p. 149. 
15schlatter, .!2:!2.• £11., ~· 185. 
? 
one of these sources.16 Perhaps Greek Gnosticism developed as a result 
of this same undercurrent coming in con ta.et with Greek, yarticulnrly 
Platonfo philosophy. Greek Gnol:!ti~ ism an<l Q.wnrP.n "Gnostic ism" would 
then have a common root (or roots) in the. yet-to-be discovered source 
of the undercurrent. Thanks to its aggreseiv,;i propaganda., at any rate, 
it seems that Juda i sm shared to a considerable extent in the d,velo~ment 
of Gnosticism.l? 
The ~umran writings show us still another facet. The Dead Sea 
Scrolls show us the ~ossibility that various terms and concepts in 
Christianity once attributed to the influence of Greek culture and 
Hellenism can now be ex-plained an the outcome of trends within Judaism 
itself.18 We now have fairly clear evidence that the vocaoula.ry and 
thought found in the so-called Gnostic portions of the New Testament 
could well have developed within the Judaic background of the New Testa-
ment, and could even have been aimed at trends in Judaism that were 
moving in the direction of something similar to Gnosticism. 19 Study of 
the scrolls led Standahl to remark, 
It has often been said the Dead Sea Scrolls add substantially to 
our kno't!ledge of the Jewb h background of Christianity. On this 
point there is universal agreement. This is significant enough. 
tt means, among oth?.r things, tb."lt both th~ Pauline and Johannine 
literature can be understood in their Jewish background and that 
161.asor, .2!?.• ill•• p. 149. 
17Lietzrrann, .2:Q.• £!!.., p. 2??. 
l8Johannes Petrus Maria van der Ploog, ~ 'Excavations !.1 Qwnran, 
translated by Kevin S~h (London: Longmans, Green and Co., 1958), 
"P• 223. 
19Lasor, .2!?.• ill•, p. 150. 
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many of the odysseys of scholars some decades ago on the deep 
waters of Hellenistic philosophy and religion were more fascinating 
than rewarding.20 
We must be cautious, however. Graystone warns that any influence 
of the Q.umran scrolls on the origins of Christianity could only be slight 
and negligible.21 He is skeptical over the question of any direct con-
tact between the Q.wnran literature and the New Testament.22 He gives 
four reasons why he fails to see IUllCh hope for any real connection: 
1) Q.wnran was a closed sect that d.id not encourage contact with out-
siders; 2) The Qumran sect was based on the Old Testament Mosaic Law; 
3) The Q.umran sect expected the advent of a Messiah yet to come; and 
4) The Qumran sect was rigidly excluaive--for Jews alone and then only 
for those who were eternally called and elected.21 He rules out any 
direct, causal influence of the Q.umran writings on the origins of Chris-
tianity; but he admits the possibility of some indirect influence by 
way of a certain diffusion of ideas as part of the general body of 
apocalY"9tic writings and notions. In his opinion, however, this influ-
ence should not be e:xaggerated.24 At most Graystone allows some 
influence in the vocabulary, the "periphery" of the New Testament as he 
calls it.25 
20Krister Standahl, editor,~ Scrolls !!lS, the !ID! Testament (New 
York: Harper and ~rothers, 1957), P• 5. 
21Geoffrey Graystone, ~~Sea Scrolls~~ OriginalitY9.!, 
Christ (New York: Sheed and Ward, 1956), P• 28. 
22!!2!g_ •• p. 96. 
2'.3.ll!g_ •• p. 26f. 
24Ibid., P• 79. 
251:2,g. 
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As far as any relationship between Gnosticism and the ~umran sect 
is concerned. Ploeg doubts that any fruitful discussions have been held 
because of the lack of ~recision in determining the meanings of terms 
and the types of historical phenomena to include. He says. 
It is becoming clearer every day that the ~umran community stood 
outside the particular trend in the practice of gnosis which is 
called Gnosticism, and . .,,hich flourished chiefly in the second and 
third Christian centuries. The doctrine professed at ~umran was 
too well and truly Jewish to be called gnostic by us, that is. in 
thEI technical and historical sense in .,,hich the word is ordinarily 
used. If even so the Greek word gnosis has been applied to some 
passages fro~ the ~umran writings, this is due to certain 
affinities.2o 
This variety of opinions makes at least one thing clear: when 
Christianity spread through the known world, it did not do so in a 
religious vacuum or in the midst of religions that were dying away. 
Instead. Christianity found itself surrounded and op~osed by a rich 
variety of religious patterns, theological and ~hilosophical schools, 
most of which in some degree or other held out to the questing souls of 
men the promise of security in this world and the hereafter.27 
Now. the questions which this paper seeks to answer are. could and 
did the apostle Paul take over some of the thought patterns and vocabu-
lary of his religious environment for polemic purposes? If he did. did 
these thought patterns affect what he said and presented at Corinth? 
Specifically. can 11 the wisdom of men'' at Corinth be identified? How 
did the crucified Christ fit into this sort of accommodation. if accom-
modation it was? 
26Ploeg. ~· ill•• p. 120. 
27unnik, .211• ill•, p. 30 • 
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The thesis of this pa.per 1s that at Corinth Paul did take. over 
some of the thought patterns and vocabulary of an incipient Gnosticism 
with Judaic overtones. ~ut instead of being influenced theologically 
hy the borrowed terms, he used them for his consistent preaching of the 
r rucified Savior, the true Wiad.om of God. He was ,-,ell aware of the 
!uniqueness of the religion he preached; its real source lay not in the current thought forms of either Judaism or Hellenism, but in the Person, 'Preaching and redemptive work of the crucified Son of God. 
CHAPTER II 
THE CRUCIFIED CHRIST AND THE HUMBLE PREACHER 
, 
This section, chapter 2:1-5, refers back to the 1<.,('"'"•?-E" of 
chapter 1:23. Paul describes the method and wisdom of his preaching 
through which God called the Corinthians. He recalls the former situa-
tion: his missionary ~reaching at Corinth. Paul had left his companions 
behind in Athens and had gone on alone to Corinth. S~eaking of his 
arrival at that time, he says he came 11with fear and in much trembling, 11 
11 in weakness," deliberately abandoning all rhetoric and nhilosophical 
subtlety.1 He did not come to Corinth as an orator, or as the pUl"'leyor 
of a new nhilosophical system. He did not present himself as a privi-
leged Gnostic who came to give them the benefit of his superior knowledge. 
To Paul the cross was something to be shown to men in all its stark 
simplicity. He would not preach with the wisdom of words lest the cross 
of Christ should lose its effect (1 Cor. 1:1?) . 2 
I 
St. Paul says that his message found a hearing mostly among the 
lower strata of the population. There were 11not many wise, not many 
mighty, not many noble11 (1 Cor. 1:26). God called His peo-ple without 
regard to the natural status of men--"a sacred sign for Paul of the 
universality of His grace. 11 3 Yet it would be wrong to infer from this 
1Adolf Schlatter, The Church in !h!!. !!!U! Testament Period., trans-
lated from the German by Paul P. Levertoff (London: SPOK, 1955), ~. 154. 
2william :Barclay, The ~ of .§1. E!.Y! (New Tork: Harper and 
:Brothers, c.1958), p. 98. 
3schlatter, .232.. £11., -p. 157. 
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that the Corinthian church consisted merely of slaves, d.ock laborers, 
and women. A ruler of the synagogue, Crispus, belonged to the church, 
and he was certainly not a poor man. Then there was the city treasurer, 
Erastus; and when Gaius not only gave hospitality to Paul on his second 
visit, but allowed the church to meet in his house, it shows that he 
probably lived in a well-to-do villa (Acts 18:8; 1 Cor. 1:14; Rom. 16:23). 
When Paul arrived at Corinth, he did not embark upon a new method 
of work or depart from his former princinles. Some commentators have 
suggested that it was the failure of his philosophical a~ologetic on the 
Areopagus (Acts 17:22-31) that made Paul resolve that hence forward he 
would preach nothing but Christ crucified4 and never again would start 
from 11 the wisdom of this world11 (1 Cor. 1:18-31). To the contrary, 
Richardson is correct when he states that such a suggestion is altogether 
unlikely.5 It is wrong to suggest that Paul attempted to give his 
~reaching a philosophical turn at Athens, but, owin~ to its lack of suc-
cess, concluded that that was the wrong approach; or, further, to infer 
that when he arrived at Corinth, he abandoned philosophy and rhetoric in 
a fit of despondency. It is true, however, that only a small community 
was established in Athens; the leading church in Achaia developed in 
Corinth.6 
It is much more probable that Paul meant what he actually wrote to 
the Corinthians, namely, that his preaching of Christ was not a new 
4Da.vid Smith, The ~ !nd Letters .2! g. ~ ( New York: Har'!)er 
and Brothers, n.d.), p. 24?. 
5Alan Richardson, An Introduction !Q. ~ Theology of the ~ 
Testament (New York: Harper and Brothers, c.1958), Y• 52. 
6schlatter, ~- ill•, p. 151. 
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religion, a nan-made do'f'~~ (l Cor. 2:l,5f.,13). Instead, Paul pro-
, 
claimed the K',f->~J"P~ which was attested b y the Holy S-pirit of God no 
matter how foolish it sounded. He certainly did not confess that he 
, 
had ever preached a man-made d'"otf'~~ at Athens or anywhere else. He 
protested tlmt this was the one thing he could never do. As Wendland 
says, 
Auch wi~sen wir nicht das Mindeste davon, dasz Paulus jemals etwa.s 
Anderes verkuendigt haette als den gekreuzigt,e n Christus; und der 
Bericht der Apg. ueber das Wirken des Paulus zeigt auch nichts von 
einer solchen Wendung in der Missions'l)redigt des Paulus. 7 
Furthermore, it was not the rabbinic ayologetic which had scandal-
i zed the Athenians. They had mocked the idea of judgment and of a 
resurrection from the dead (Acts 17:32). The preaching of Christ 
crucified was the fooli shness to the Greeks ( l Cor. l:23). Paul knew 
well enough that there ,,ould have been no scandal in Christianity as a 
, 
new qo(-Jr;( • It was th9 kerygmtic element in the faith, not the 
-philosophical, which was resented by the II disputers of this age." In 
his summary of Paul's preaching on the Areopagus St. Luke has given us 
a faithful account of the kind of approach which St. Paul was accustomed 
to make to an audience of educated Greeks, whenever he had an op~ortunity 
to preach to them.a When Iavies analyses these events, he remarks, 
"There may be no allusion to his experience at Athens in l Cor. 2: lff •11 9 
Then, too, Moffatt wrote, 
?Heinz-Dietrich Wendland, Die Briefe an die Korinther in Das Neue 
Testament Deutsch ( Goettingen: Tundenhoeck~d Ruprecht, c .1954), VII, 22. 
8Richardson, £l2.• ~., p. 52. 
9wnuam !avid Davies, Paul ~ Rabbinic Judaism (Second edition; 
London: SPCK, 1955), p. 187. 
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There is no hint that he had. felt disillusioned by the Athenian 
exnerience. It is not of any such ccntrast bet\oreen one method of 
his own and another that he thinks in the prasent ~a~sage, but of 
the difference between himself and other evangelists who had tried 
to be more ambitious ~nd philosophic in the mission (3:10) since 
he left.10 
In chan.ter l:26ff. Paul described the condition of the congregation; 
he decried the schisms in Corinth. These schisms claimed the authority 
of individual apostles. To offset this , Paul s~eaks of himself as the 
preacher in chapt er 2:lff. He states i mplicitly why he must not allow 
the 11 Paul11 group to use his name or to think of itself as s'U_!:lerior in 
any m~nner.11 Paul does not upeak a s an enemy of culture or nropose a 
way of life void of ra.tione.l control. He does fi ght against the influ-
enc e of a r eligioua wi sdom from Jewish and Hellenistic sourcas which 
cla ilr,ed to give spe.cia.l knowledge of God and eternal life. This type of 
wi sdom and knowledge has been overthrown by God through His merciful 
plan in the cro ss of Christ.12 
In his complete sta t ew~nt Ps ul does not try to avoid such words as 
e tc . This may be beca use he i s a mi ssionary and deliberately uses words 
already pr esent in the r eligious vocabulary of his converts. They would 
know all about the mystery cul t s with their claims to impart saving 
In this situation it is not sururising tha t much textual 
lOJames Moffa.tt, The First E-,,istle Q.f. 1:!:.1!!. to the Corinthians in 
The Moffatt Mew Testam~ ~ntary (New York: Harper and :Brothers, 
~.), VII, ~ 
llulrich Wilckens, Weisheit und Torheit ( Tuebingen: J. C. :B. Mohr, 
c.1959), -p. 45. 
12wendla.nd, .2:!2• cit., p. 22. 
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evidence supports the cultic word~-,f"'c"{e,oJ in chapter 2:1.1:3 In 
fact, Wilckens14 and Bornkamm,15 to cite Juat two commentators, adopt 
this reading. The weight of manuscript evidence, however, still seem• 
to favor fa"c-Z"C:,o,•,,., in the Uestle text. Therefore, the Gospel is 
either 'C"~/""f'7:,;f',o-" -Z-o~ '1'e,cn:-0C (cf. 1:16), the testimony which the 
apostles bore to Christ (John 15:2?; Luke 24:48; Acts· 1:8,22; J:15; 
5:32; 10:39,41); or ,~ ,P-~'.,'t",ov '°~ 4.~ the testimony which God 
bore in Christ (1 John 5:9-11). Meyer favors the objective genitive 
for~ ,c.ll'•u • 11:For the preacher of the gospel gives the testimony of 
God, as to what He has done, namely, in Christ for the salvation of 
man. 1116 Wendland gives gospel meaning to both possibilities. 110b wir 
nun ,Geheimnis 1 oder ,Zeugnis 1 lesen, beides sind besonders gewaehlte 
Ausdruecke fuer dB.a Evange 11 um. u 1? 
Paul apparently operated with the slogans of the new leaders of the 
congregation in Corinth; but by relating them all to the cross he gave 
them a radically different context. If they emptied the cross of its 
power (1 Cor. 1:17), he resolved to know nothing but the cross (1 Cor. 
2:2); and he set the cross squarely in the center of the church again. 
lJEberhardt Nestle, Novum Testamentum Graece (~ditio vicesima 
quarta; Stuttgart: Privileg. Wuertt. Bibelanetalt, c.1960), p. 428. 
14wnckene, .QI?.• ill•, p. 45. 
15ouenther Bornkamm, 11 Mt1rt:,{('10J , 11 Theologischea Woerterbuch 
~ Neuen Testament, edited by Gerhard Kittel (Stuttgart: W. Kohlhammer, 
n.d.), IV, 825. 
16Heinrich August Wilhelm Meyer, Critical~ Exegetical Handbook 
,tg, the Epistle to the Corinthians, translated from the German by 
D. Douglas Bannerman and William P. Dickson (New York: Funk and Wagnalls 
Co., 1884), p. 4J. 
17wendland, .2P.• ill• , p. 21. 
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With its pure and all-inclusive grace, the cross lays a total claim upon 
man, body and soul, for n life lived wholly to God (1 Cor. 6:19,20). 
The cross nnnihila.tes all human greatness and. all hu.-nan pretences to 
wisdom. Franzmann remarks that the croas cuts off E\ll boasting of men, 
and. marks as monstrous and unnatural any clustering about great men in 
schools ancl factions that give their loyt=.1.lty to men.18 Hence, Paul 
VCIWed to know nothing among the church at Corinth except Jesus Chrht 
and Him crucified. Paul does not want the Corinthians to think that he 
would give them a superior insight into some hidden mysteries of God. 
but he reminds them that thf'I crucified Savior We.R the only content of 
his preaching. Paul knows no mystery but the open secret of Christ the 
Redeemer. 
~, 
Paul mad8 up his mind, EKe,MC. (1 Cor. 10:15; 11:lJ; 2 Cor. 2:1; 
5:14), to know. £/4',,~, has the same meaning here as the /"~Klr.J 
19 ' ~ ~, 
root. As Bultmann nays, "Ind.er Koine sind f,fl,,;,rKfo) und rcr,EJ4c. 
11:nwn unterschieden. 1120 Both words mean more than our simple meaning of 
gaining information; they express a per3onal involvement and relationship 
with that which is known. Paul expresses the giving up of everything 
else far more powerfully when he uses tha word &t/1.,11.c. than if he had 
used ,(Ff fc&I or ,t-c,ls-;'J • 21 $/~A<, like most of the Greek words for 
1
~rtin H. Franzmann, The Word of the Lord Grows (st. Louie: 
Concordia. Publishing House. c.1961) • j;':- 87. - -
l9wnckens • .Q:Q• ill•, p. 45. 
20Rudolf Bultmann, 11 r11;rc J • 11 Theologisches Woert ... rbuah m Nauen 
Testament. editad by Gerhard Kittel (Stuttgart: W. Kohlbammer, n.d.), I, 
688f. 
21Meyer. 2:1?.• ill•• P• 44. 
l? 
knowing and knowledge, is related to the visual faculty--thus r~1,,J, 
22 in verse two meets the 
demnd of Paul' s argwnent in owosing thA ,,1:,-v I," '9tl~ of the first 
v~rse. ThE' e.xaot dif.fe.renN,l in meaning, however, between ~4V"°f, ti""~ , 
and (":J,'f is very difficult to determine exactly i n each i nstance of 
use.23 
Without doubt there was a tY?e of religious knowledge in Corinth to 
which P~ul had to t3.ke exception in his polemic. Schmithals advances 
the possibility that Paul was opposing, perhaps, a type of preaching of 
Christ which omitted the cruoifixion.24 To counter this Paul underlined 
~ ~ ,, 
the fact that Christ was crucified, T-•C-04> £rt--,upw~ rrou . Paul was 
not conscious of anything else but Christ when among the Corinthians.25 
In fact, Paul emphasized the cross throughout his letters (2 Cor. lJ:4; 
Gal. J:l; 5:11; 6:12,14; Phil. 2:8; J:18; Col. 1:20; 2:14).26 This 
emphasis on the cross leads Franzmann to remark that Paul "preached the 
crucified Christ with an almost monomaniac insistence. 1127 This -preaching 
of the crucified Christ, however, was not the story of the execution in 
22Thorlief Boman, Hebrew Thought Com-oared with Greek, translated 
by Jule s L. Moreau (Philadelphia: The Westrninot;;-i>':r;;;:-c.1960) , p. 201 . 
2Jwnckens , .QI2.• ill•• p. l l-6 , n . l. 
2~va.lte r Sch!:.15.thals, Die Gnosis i n !Corinth: ~ Unt ~rsoohu:,1~ zu 
den Korintherbrief'en ( Goettingen: Vandenhoeck und Ruprecht, 1956), p. 57 
~re he emphasizes the of 2:1. 
2
.5rfoyer , .2Jl• ill•, J? • I.I,!~. 
26cl a.r ence Tucker Graig, 11The Fi r st E1>i s tle to the Cor inthians, 11 
The Interpreter• e Bible, edited by John Knox (New York: Abingdon Prese, 
c.195J), X, 26. 
27:rranzmnn, fil2.• cit., "P • 80 . 
.. 
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all its gruesome details. It was the glad news that ''God was in Christ 
reconciling the world to Himself" (2 Cor. 5: 19). 
Thia preaching of the cross opposes all the wisdom of the world. 
Hre.s Kreuz Christi ht ein wider alle Ueishei t der Welt gerichtetes 
Qotteshandeln. 1128 Therefore, the highest lrisdom for men is not intel-
lectua.l knowledg('!, but real life, which is to be experienced only in 
personal fellowship with Christ Jeeus.29 Paul loved to make his very 
phrases perf:onal when he referred to this (1 Cor. 8:6; Col. J:1,2). 
Christian wisdom is not information about the Lord, but living in Him.JO 
The fact that the Christ died on the cross was unbelievable for 
mankind in general; for the Jew, in particular, it was doubl7 absurd and 
"ll l , ,.. - .... , quite impossible • ...i The l\oror -Z:-oc, ., ('if'f'OU was and is/" Ml('H~ and 
tr~"dAA.o.J ( 1:23). The jews desired that He on whom they we:-e to 
believe 3hould manifest Himself by miraculous signs which vould demon-
strs.te His Messiahship ( Matt. 16:4). They demanded signs as a ground of 
fa.1th ( John 4:l~8). What the Jews desired in place of the ~4V"&f4' of the 
a:postles ,,,ere miraculous e:igns by which the crucified Jesus would show 
that He was the Messiah. ~ecause of His crucifixion the miracles of 
Jesus• earthly life had lost all probative ~ower for the Jews (Matt. 
27:4lf •• 63f.).32 In relation to the demand for signs of proof, the 
28wendland, .2:2,. cit., :p. 17. 
29Moffatt, .2:!l• £ii•• p. 21. 
JO~. 
Jlschlatt~r, .2ll• £!!,., P• 98. 
32Meyer, .2:!l• ill•, p. j2 • 
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simple preaching of the Gonpel appeared as weakness indeed.. The proc-
lamation by the apostles of Jesus as risen ~na e:xc.lted was not the 
answer to this demand which the Jews would accept. 
As far an any Gnontic t·•indom was concerned , th9 7Jrenching of the 
crucifiad Jesus exposed the Gnostic fe.ilure to gro.cp J';'slls as n. !'eal 
human being.33 As J.aeuchli states, Gnoctic wisdom could find no meaning 
in the life of the One who stood by the J.n.~eside and called the fishermen 
to follow him.J4 
The preaching of the cross cannot be proclaimed. in such a manner 
as to attract a clique to the person of the preacher. Accordingly, Pa.ul 
presented himself very humbly to the Corinthians (2:3). The three words, 
> ' , , 
-(f""1EII~,~ • ¢)o~•r t and ~.J"O.S' depict the great timidity ,~i th wh,.ch 
Paul came to Corinth. 35 1fr~r11E,#( is not nacessarily a referenc~ to 
his "thorn in the flAah" (2 Cor. 12:7) but is in contrast to 11 the power 
of Goa .• 11 36 In commenting on all the attempts to show that Paul was 
11chronisch kro.nk:11 in other commentaries, Schmi thals is correct in his 
remark, "Mir ucheint, als u.eb~rschaetze man diese Parollelen. 11 3'7 Paul 
had a humble sense of the disproportion between his own power and the 
great enterprise to which his conscientiousness kent him bound.38 In 
33sa.muel Laeuchli, The Language of Faith (Mew York: Abingdon Press, 
C .1962) 1 J)• ?9 • 
'34n1.a. 
35M eyer, 
.2.2• ill•. . .) . 4!J.. 
16cr~J.g, £:!l • cH., ~. 16. 
J?schmitha.ls, .2:!2.· ill•, p . 143. 
'.38,,teva!' I OT.>. Cit. I i'J . 4:'-1,. 
~ - -
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facin1~ it, he felt himself very weak, and was in fear anil. trembling. 
He did not deny his hwnn.n frailty, but rather asserted it.39 Elsewhere 
Paul suggests that his oratorical skill was not of the best (2 Oor. 
10:10; 11:6). The Book of Acts even re~orts e heavenly voice at Corinth 
to quiet his fears (Acts 18:9). 
Th.ere were no signs of any le.ck of netural strength of will and. 
determination in Paul even judging from his experience at Athens.40 
This timidity which Paul confessed was a deep theological humility and 
not just a humbleness in outward a:opearance. One sees something in 
Paul's bearing of the spiritual power which shows the marks of an 
apostle. 41 Paul listened to God, fell on his knMs and looked. (Rom. 
11:22,JJ; John 6:69; 9:J5ff.). As Stauffer describes it, Paul ttlaid 
down his weapons before the all-subduing authority of the divine reve-
lation and began his walk along the road to theological knowledge 11 
(Gal. 4:8f.; Col. 1:10; E~h. J:9f.; 2 Pet. 1:2).42 Yet the paradox 
remains: when one looked at Paul, one saw only a man, and then one of 
the weakest-appearing of human beings. 
Paul used the same formula /J ~~~ "'-tr /~ "ff'~~ when he 
deecribed other Christians (Phil. 2:12; 2 Cor. 7:15; and possibly 
Eph. 6:5). Strange to say, according to Wilckens this formula in 
a~ocalyptic literature described the situation of the lost at the Last 
39Franzma.nn, .QP.• ill•, P• ?8. 
40Meyer, .Qll• ill•-• P• 44. 
4lwilckens, ~· sU,., p. 47. 
42Ethelbert Stauffer, l!fil! Testament TheologY, translated by John 
Marsh (Mew York: The l'acmillan Co., c.1955), p. 173. 
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Judgment.43 Certainly the Christians are the saved, not the damned. 
Then in what sense does such a formula with possible escbatological 
overtones such as these belong to Paul's statement? To answer this 
question, we have to consider the context. 
Since chapter l: 18 Paul bas ke'Pt as his general underlying theme 
the crisis of the world in holding to its o"m wisdom and not recognizing 
the wisdom of God. Christ is preached as the crucified and as such is 
the power and wisdom of God. God calls and chooses the saved from the 
world. He bas not chosen His -r::,eople on the basis of the world's stand-
ards. In fact, in the eyes of the world the believers are not wise 
but fools, not strong but weak, not well-born but low-born and full of 
trouble (1:26). In God's eyes the saved are not wise in themselves; 
but in so far as they are in Christ, Christ has become the Wisdom of 
God for them. Accordingly, no longer can anyone praise the wisdom of 
the world as real wisdom; Christians, too, appeal only to the cross and 
not to any wisdom of the world. 
Both the preacher of the cross and the message of the cross are the 
objects of the intellectual scorn of the world. The preacher himself 
seems weak and lowly because his preaching does not have the content of 
l , , 
the "or•r or r.,:,,~ of the world. He proclaims the crucified Christ 
instead. This is the situation which Paul described with his formula 
}v ;;:,~~ l<l(i J., Tf,-~ r.M~. H9 described his own weakness in the 
phrase (2 Cor. 11:J0).44 He had no personal strength in the eyes of men 
4.Jwilckens, .2l2.• cit. , 'P. 47. 
44Ibid., P• 48. 
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because of his message, and under the P.yes of God he could not and 
would not proclaim any other message just to please men. 
In order to understand this context more fully, one must make 
very clear in this connection that Ps.ul described the content of his 
preaching as the crucified Christ. He had already pointed out in this 
first letter to the Corinthians (1:25) that the cross of Christ was 
' !J "Z"i ""' II ,. \ .) ~- I ' ..,. _I -T• .,,.. ~ • u ,,vE.u and ?:"o 11(('.-,-,,,-S r•v ,_,ov • In other words, 
Paul underlined his own weakness in a Christological way. The under-
standing of the cross of Christ as weakness in the eyes of ua.n formed 
the background of this section of Paul's discussion. 
Eut Paul coula not separate the cross from the Resurrection 
(15:Jff.). In the section we are rliscussing here, Paul affirms the 
center of his message, not thP. whole circurnference.45 For example, the 
second letter of Paul to the Corinthians has an important section which 
must be mentioned at this time (2 Cor. l'.3:Jff.). In this section Paul 
used a similar manner of speaking about the crucified Lord: Christ was 
crucified on the basis of His weakness. Yet Paul continued there by 
assuring the Corinthians that Christ rose from the dead on the basis 
of the power of God. If believers do share Christ's weakness, they 
will share His Resurrection by the power of God. In this connection 
/f )r.J..JJ:{,cf is balanced by lie "1"'tVA ~Wf'. The life of Christ had 
been established by the power of God and only in this power (Rom. 1:4; 
6:4). The point is that God has resurrected the Lord and will also 
resurrect the Christians not through weakness but throU&h His 
45craig, .2!2.• ill•, P• 36. 
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power (1 Cor. 6:14). Christians share the weakness of Christ in His 
weakness--the crucifixion; but Christians also share in Christ's Resur-
rection--the demonstration of the power of God. Christians come to know 
the power of God in this weakness; and only as they share the weakness 
of Christ, does ao·d grant them the knowledge of His power ( 2 Cor. 12 :9ff.). 
In this same way, the Christian actually dies with Christ (Rom. 6:4). 
Because of this -paradox Paul often said with some vehemence that 
his gospel would not 11 persua.de11 men (2:4; Gal. 1: 10; Col. 2:4). He used 
the idioms of his hearers; but he never s~oke just to please them. His 
missionary preaching was not decked out with ideas congenial to Jews and 
Greeks, but rather led through offence, scandal and crisis to a new 
46 >r- n ~ ' , 
understanding of the real divine wisdom. ~., 7TEc...U•<f d'o t/'C'4f A•r••r 
has undergone considerable textual doctoring.47 TTic~•cr occurs only 
hero and is a verbal adjective.48 Had Paul preached the cross of Christ 
, I I I by trying to persuade E" tlof•~ "'•f-U ( 1:27; 2:4), Paul would have 
emptied his message of its divine and essential power to bless. Faul 
did not exalt ma.n's wisdom by making common cause with it; instead, he 
renounced ma.n's wisdom and exalted the true wisdom of God, the foolish-
ness of Christ.49 
46stauffer, sm,. cit •• p. 194. 
47Nestle, Sill• ill•. P• 428. 
48rriedrich Blass and Albert Debrunner, ! ~ Grammar of the 
New Testament and Other Early Christian Literature, translated from the 
"o;;mnn and revI;;d by Robert W. Funk (Chicago: The University of Chicago 
Press. c.1961), p. 61. 
49Meye r , fill. cit • , -p. 2 7. 
The preacher of Christ authenticates himself as Christ's messenger 
11 in demonstration of the S-pirit and of power" (2:L~) .50 The :Phrase /-> 
~ ,._, -=, ,1 , 
,t1roU~tfE, ,,v,~~ToJ 1(1(1 V(JV,V..Pw.f contrasts with the f.J 71'Et~•&f 
~dJ' ~, , , 0 T '"I 0r 0 cr i'111"o"'i,f,s was a technical term of rhetoric .51 
1:/hat Paul depended upon wa s none of these arts but the -power of the 
Spirit. The contrast he.re is really not between ;r.'tn,ttJ e.nd ~,.-cl•s 
but betwee.n the tri f,1,,- "" , r, on the one side and 7T'vl~~ ~If< "c,.-,~ '! 
--: ... ' ~, 
on thE'I other. The t wo words , ,,~#~~ JU, '""'~'~, arP. practically a 
ht,ndi a dys. In many contexts they ara virtually synonymous terms (Luke 1: 
17;J5; 4:14; 5:17; 6:19; cf. Mark 5:JO). Christ Himself wa!'! conceived 
by the power of thfl Holy Spirit (Matt. 1:18,20 ; Luke l:J5) and He was 
nno:.ntea in the Holy S1)iri t a t His ba:r,tism (Mark 1: 10 and parallels); 
but it was not unUl nfte r His Re s urrection that the "Oover of the Spirit 
was i mparted to His disciples (John 7:39): 11 Tarry ye here in the city 
until ye be clothed withclc,:,~'.f from on h1gh 11 (Luke 24:49); 11 Ye shall 
receive /rfv",;IA tf when the Holy Spirit i s come upon you11 (Acts 1:8). 
Paul's .,,-,,,~, was a supernatural indwelling power, but nev9r a 
meano of de ification, as in the cults.52 Meither does Paul, or any 
other Ne\·1 Testament writer for that matter, ever employ the concept of 
the Spirit in any cosmological context. Davies points out that one 
notable limitation of the sphere assigned to the Holy Spirit in the Nev 
Testament is that it is nowhere described as the agent of creation or 
50stauffer, .2:E.• £.ii., p . 185. 
5lcraig, .2!2.• £11., "P· 36. 
52walter !avid Stncey, ~ Pauline ~ of !:1!!! !!!. REllation to lli 
Judaic~ Hellenistic »ackground (London: The Macmillan Co., c.1956), 
p. 35 • 
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as a cosmic principle.53 The Spirit in Paul's writings is confined to 
hwnanity as the sphere of ite activity. Of course Paul means specifi-
cally the Holy Spirit and God's divine power communicating itself 
therein (Rom. 1:16; 2 Cor. 4:?; 1 Thees. 1:5). Therefore for Paul the 
Spirit is the Spirit of power (2 Tim. l:?; Acts 1:8; 10:38; Rom. 15:13; 
Eph. 3:16) who is enabling Christians to perform deeds beyond. their own 
strength.54 
A word of caution is necessary: when Paul placed the Spirit above 
nc,./•";r ,,\ey•cJ (2:4), he did. not advocate irres-oonsible irrationalism. 
He knew that understanding of our speech about God. depends u-pon our 
faith and. not upon reason.55 
One other issue should be noted briefly: Davies thinks that this 
nreaching 11 in the Spirit 11 together with other evidence seems to confirm 
that Paul himself had ecstatic experiences.56 Dodd appears to agree 
somewhat.57 Paul does declare that his missionary Nork was acconrolished 
11in the power of signs and wonders, in the power of the Holy S-pirit11 
(Rom. 15:19), and he regards 11works of power, gifts of healing, divers 
kinds of tongues'' ( 1 Cor. 12:28) as somewhat normal in the life of the 
church. These passages seem to indicate certain special gifts of the 
Spirit which Paul himself did experience. 
53Davies, .2.!2.• cit., p. 188. 
54nicha.rdson, .2:Q.• ill• , p. 111. 
55taeuchli, .sm,. ill•, p. 24?. 
56navies, ,gn. ill•, p. 197. 
57oharles Harold Dodd, The Anostolic Preaching~ Its Develonments 
(London: Hodo.e1· and Stoughton, 1956). -p. 58, 
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but subjactive genitive. Spirit and power call forth faith through the 
~reaching of the cross.58 Faith rests not upon persuasive arguments, 
but upon the work of God in the hearts of men. It is the Spirit which 
makes faith possible .59 As Wendland says, "Der Glaube soll auf' der 
60 1 > ,.._" Gotteskraft beruhen. 11 The phrase ~JI #('Yo""' ~~c ~. r. A• states how 
God has worked through Paul. 6l c, It is clear, then, that the c.v~ intro-
duces not Paul's own but God's divine pur-oose. 
Paul's description of Christ as 11 the wisdom of God" together with 
the contrast which Paul draws so decisively between the "wisdom of men" 
and the "hidden wisdom of God11 (2:2-8) indicates the wide divergence in 
, 
Paul's use of the term tro()'c,< . As auplied. to the wisdom of God, Paul 
filled the term with that concept of the d.ivint'l will and purpose which 
constituted the revealed knowledge of God made manifest in Christ . 62 By / 
using the term d"of'r~ Paul tried to express the truth about Christ to ' 
those for whom religion could be e xpressed in the familiar terms of the 
mysteries. The use of this term does not mean that he accepted any of 
the tenets of a supposed. religious philosophy. We know so little about 
the mystery religions and not much more about first century Gnosticism 
that any such theory is ~recarious as Richardson brings out.63 
58wnckens, .2.ll• ill•, p. 51. 
59craig, .2.ll• cit., p. 36. 
60wendland, .2.ll• cit., 'P· 22. 
61Meyer, .Q!l.• cit., 'P• 46. 
62Elias Andrews, !rut Meaning .2!'. Christ fil ~ ( New York: 
Abingdon-Cokesbury Press, c.1949), p. 196 . 
6JRichardson, .2ll• £ii., p. 47. 
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We are on surer ground if we recognize that in the Pa uline letters 
there a re two kindR of knowlede;e. There is first a ":.cuffed up" knowl-
edge , a worldly wisdom, which is vehemently renudiated (1:20; 2:5,13; 
8:2; 13:2,8). Paul was speaking out in all probability against the 
pretended r#ltZt,;f and (f'o(lt1+, of the mystery cults and the prE'laChE'!rS 
of nhilosophy (Col. 2:8). But there is also that knowledge of God / 
through Christ, the true wisdom which Paul claims to be superior to all 
pagan substitutes. The t est by which the false knowledge and wisdom 
, , 
can be distinguished from the true is thP. test of love , ,tj'~,,-., . This 
t est is strikinely similar to that nroposed in 1 John 4:8. The false 
- > , fllriitl'iJ puffs up in pride, inRteacl of demonstrating Ar4tu, Gnosis 
is valW'!less apart from love (1 Cor. 13).64 
This antithes is was a lready set out by Paul in 1:18 and l:23f. HAre 
Paul could have substituted the term tfotf'/4 "'1,. D for c/J.,~ '.f ,J,-.:;. 
The sense of his argument is really wisdom against wisdom. But Paul 
emphasized the weakness of the wisdom of the world by choosing /,/~~'/ 
as his synonym for the wisdom of God.65 The power which the missionary 
church experienced was in fact the power of the Spirit (Rom. 15:1),19; 
Eph. 3:16,20; Col. 1:11,29 ; 2 Tim. l:?). 
The astounding thing is that there is faith at all in the midst of 
all the so-called wisdom of the world. This 7fi7r,r is established not 
, 
by the \'tisdom of the world but by the power of God. This m 't"r,j has 
64Ib1d. 
65w11ckens, .2.U• ill•, -p . 51. 
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the appearance of weakness; to be sure, it is weak in the eyes of the 
world. 
, 
This 7T"crr, f does not let itself be convinced by the world, 
and certainly not by itself; but it rests solely upon God. In this type 
of 11weakness 11 God's strength demonstrates itself as power. God Himself 
really lives in such weak people by faith as 7/'v,~~ ,Ji.oz. 66 The 
apostle Paul could preach the wisd.om of God boldly by the Spirit of God 
Himself, even though he was weak in his own eyes and a fool in the eyes 
of men. 
66WE1ndland, 2Jl• cit., 'P• 22. 
CHAPTER III 
THE HIDDEU 1·TISD0M 
1 Cor. 2:6-16 is a finished piece of exposition which Paul inter-
jects into the flow of his argument against schisms. The subject of 
this section is the source, content and conditions of the true religious 
wisdom for Christians. In one sense it is a digression; but it is a 
digression which carries forward the main argument for unity in Christ. 
By way of overview, we can summarize Faul' s statement by saying that 
the BC)Spel has a wisdom of its own; but 1) this wisdom does not belong 
to this present world and it must be revealed by God Himself, and 
2) consequently can only be discussed with Christians fully initiated _; 
into the revelation. 1 This wisdom enable s mature Christians to know 
,, 
the divine "Plan of salvation which is hidden from the ~'f..,Z""•J of this 
age. It penetrates into the deep things of God because it depends on 
His gift of the Spirit. Paul admits that the spiritual man is superior 
to the natural, and is judged by no man. :But such knowledge has for 
its content nothing but God's saving act (2:12). It is no vague specu-
lation. This wisdom of God is a reality only in one whose way of life 
is in accordance with the Spirit.2 
lJames Moffatt, The First Enistle of~ 19. the Corinthians in 
The Moffatt Mew Testament Commentary (New York: Harper and :Brothers, 
n.d.), P• 25-. -
2Rudolf :Sul tma.nn, .ru;_ al., :Sible Key ~. translated from the 
German by J. R. Coates and H. P. Kingdon (Uew York: Harper and Brothers, 
c.1958), II, 42. 
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Now let us look more closely at what one writer has called "the 
most nearly I Gnostic' passage in Pau111 '.3 (2:6-9). Paul shows here that 
among mature Christians there is certainly a t.r"ct(),~, but not a µhilos-
ophy in the common worldly senae.4 In the eyes of the world, what 
preachers of the gospel set forth is no 4f"of!',~ a.t all. Men boast of 
knowledee which makes them "wise in this age 11 ( 1 Cor. 3: 18), a knowledge 
which -puffs men up (1 Cor. 8:1), makes them boast of allegiance to men 
and creates cliques clustered about men. In contrast to this, Paul 
proclaims the offensive wisdom of the cross (1 Cor. 2:6-13). This 
brings men low, both Jew and Greek, and makes them glory in the Lord 
alone. Paul proclaims the whole grace of God without abridgement. Thia 
grace is the cross. God's grace gives that knowledge which is not 
primarily man's knowing at all, but man• s being known by God. Man is 
thus enabled to love God (1 Cor. 8:l-3).5 Man ha.a a knowledge that 
counts ,-,hen God knows him at His O\•m initiative. Yet the terminology 
which Paul uses in this section (2:6-9) does raise the question of 
Paul's relationship to his religious environment and the possibility of . 
the influence of that environment upon him.6 
3samue l La.euchli, The Language .Qf !!.Uh (New York: Abingdon Press, 
c.1962), p. 4?. 
4lieinrich August Wilhelm Meyer, Critical and Exegetical Handbook 
to the Epistle to the Corinthians, translated from the German by 
'n:- Douglas Bannerm;;-and William P. Dickson (Mew York: Funk and Wagnalls 
Co., 1884-), p. 46. 
5:r.1a.rtin H. Franzmann, The Word gf the~~ (st. Louis: 
Concordia Publishing House, c.1961), P• 88. 
6c1arence Tucker Craig, 11 The First Epistle to the Oorinthians, 11 
~ Interpreter• s :Bible, edi tad by John Knox (New York: Abingdon Presa, 
c.1953), X, 36. 
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L t i 
, , 
e us exam ne some of the implications of Paul• s -phrase r11 z;" ,c•cf · 
For Paul the 7"/AE&o~ meant those already trained in Christian knowledge, 
grown up, as it were to rre.nhood.7 Does Paul imply that he plans to 
shrink the congregation into some inner circle of knowledgeable Chris-
tians? Is there something he bas to say only to those Christians who 
are mature which would be unintelligible to other hearers? Some light 
is shed by 2:13. 
, 
There the content of this speaking is .,,-~~.,_,-.-47:l "-f 
Paul states specifically that such a spiritual speaking car.not be 
received nor understooil by ~c,(,,t•( , but only discerned by the 
Agnin, J:lff. turns the argument of Paul's polemic 
against any type of natural understanding on the part of the Corinthians. 
, 
He could not speak to them as 1f"v*~~rc,•o~ because they were not 
ready for such spiritual discourses. Paul regrets that the Corinthians 
do not show themselves ready :or it.8 They are still children. To be 
sure, they are children of God in Christ; but .,,-~~~r,cA are to be 
preached to those r.nture enoug.~ in the faith to receive them. Children 
get milk, not meat. Paul recognizes clearly that there are different 
levels of Christian understanding 1·1i thin the congregation at Corinth. 
The l"Cf(,'r:,,,. ,JFoD has been reserved for those Christians who are already 
ll!lture. The ~1,0,, then, is Paul's term for IIBture Christians.9 
, ? .Y. ,., 
They stand in contrast to the IAjmoc. E4' , 1(P 1 rT"~ (Eph. 4: lJ). 
?Meyer, .Q.Jl• cit •• p. 4?. 
Bcharles Harold Dodd, The Anostolic Preaching!nQ.!1!!, Develonments 
(London: Hodder and Stoughton, 1956), p. 10. 
9?-fa.rvin Richardson Vincent, ~ Studies in ~ ~ Testament 
(Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerd.ma.ns Publishing Co., 1946). III, 195. 
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They have penetrated beyond the position of beginners in Christian 
saving knowledge to the higher sphere of a more thorough and comprehen-
sive insight. The pres~ntetion of these higher tho~tt (11:8) is not 
yet appropriate for the beginners in the faith (16:1,2). The Holy 
Spirit influenced the framing of the form of this instruction without 
the teachings of philosophic rhetoric. Part of this instruction evi-
dently was comprised. of the~ urc".;('r,A, ?fr ('-11"&.'4 .. :-<r ,'"3.J o~",,4,1.;j,J 
(Matt. 13:11), the mysteries of the Messianic kingd.om (2:9,12) in 
connection with the divine counsel of redemption and its fulfillment 
10 in Christ. Paul himself belongs to this nature group (Phil. 3:15) 
which can communicate these mysteries; but he continues to assure his 
readers that he is not already perfect (Phil. 3:12).11 
, 
As Paul introduces the term TEA#c•c in the phrase under discussion, 
he presents us with an exegetical problem. At this point he suddenly 
begins to speak in terms which can be understood as thoroughly Gnostic. 
Taking just these words as they stand would allow them to fit neatly 
12 into a system of Gnostic teaching without any change whatsoever. The 
Gnostics represented themselves as 11 s!)iritual" people who had come to 
the perfect knowledge of God and had acquired an insight into the origin 
of this earthly existence. Ordinary members of the Church were cast in 
an inferior mold and could only struggle. by simple faith and good works, 
lOMeyer • .2l2.• £ii., p. 47. 
llRudolf Bultmann, Theoloti 9f. !h!!, !m! Testament, translated from 
the German by Hendrich Grobel New York: Charles Scribner• s Son!'!, 
c.1951), I, 181. 
12Ulr1ch Wilckens, Weisheit ~ Torhei t ( Tua bingen: J. C. B. Mohr, 
C .1959), J>• 60. 
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to reach salvation.13 Paul, however, is not saying anything more here 
than he did in 1:18-2:;. Yet if he spoke against the Gnostic point of 
view in that section, why does he suddenly switch his whole a"Qproach and 
Sl)eak as he does by using words which could be understood in the Gnostic 
meaning? What sort of sense does that make? Paul himself, obviously, 
regards the Gnostic terminology as the appropriate form of expression for 
the understandin~ of Christian existence. He indicates this not merely 
by referring to the knowledge that is the foundation of his argument. 
Rather, being himself a "'lfi,,1up,t"r,1<,ff as Bultmann points out, he consid-
ers himself also to have at his disposal that 11wisdom'1 which penetrates 
into the mysteries of the divine wisdom, "the dee!) things of God. 1114 
God I s wisdom does not operate as human wisdom. It needs no veri-
fication from the wisdom of this aeon or from the rulers of this world 
, 
since they are doomed anyway, J<.,fr-t('rou~•.Jwv . Paul has already shown 
in his letter that the wisdom of God excludes every kind of worldly 
wisdom. Yet God did give a type of wisdom to the world. Paul is appar-
ently thinking here in 2:6 about the wisdom of the divine control of 
history. When God gave thEl nations wisdom, His purpose was that the 
nations might attain a living and personal knowledge of Himself. Hence, 
as Stauffer puts it, God presented the nations with the possibility and 
the task of discovElring the wisdom of His dealings with them in life and 
history.15 
13w111 em Cornell s von Unnik, Newly Discovered Gnostic Writings 
(Naperville, Illinois: Allenson Publishing Co., 1960), p. 42. 
14:suitmann, Theology of the~ Testament, P· 181. 
15Ethelbert Stauffer,!!!.!:! Testament Theology, translated from the 
German by John Marsh (New York: The Macmillan Co., c.1955), p. 88. 
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J , 
In English versions "' uJJ is often rendered by llworld. 11 In the 
sense of 11 thia age, 11 it is indistinguishable in meaning from the New 
, 
Testament use of H~•j . Because of sin and m.a.n1 s rebellion, the 
word takes on the meaning of the world standing in opposition to the 
purpose of Godl6 (Matt. 13:22; Mark 4:19; Luke 16:8; 20:34; Rom. 12:2; 
1 Oor. 1:20; '.3:18). , ~, In 1 Cor. 1:20 and E-ph. 2:2 l<o6.•J' and _,, wJ are 
/ 
clearly synonymous terms. 
Paul focuses attention on the cosmic powers who rule this world 
and who cons ider it their own God-hating sphere of influence. Are any 
>' - .,,.. , 
hurran beings meant by ,{~)(-~Os "l'"•U #l(WU•r "r"ouZiu, ? This :possi-
bility was formerly a po!)ular one beca us e of 2: 8 which says that these 
rulers 11crucififld the Lord of glory. 11 Meyer follows this :point of view 
when he sa ys the :Phrase meA.ns 11rulers generally, thei dominant powers of 
the pre-Messianic time among Jews and Gentiles. 1117 He opposes any 
·thought of 1) philosophers a nd men of learning, 2) demons, or 3) Jewish 
a.rchontes alone. 18 We have to admit that the word ;.)(o¥E°tr/ is used 
in Scripture for political representatives ( Matt. 20:25; Luke 14:1; 
23:1, ,35; 24:20; John 7:26,48; 12:42; Acts 4:5,8,26; Rom. 13:3). Taking 
just the word. meaning, then, it could mean the men who took part in the 
crucifixion of Chri~t, that i s , the officials--Caiaphas a nd the Sanhedrin, 
Pilate and Herod. 
l6Alan Richardson, An Introduction 12. the Theology of ~ New 
Testament (New York: Harper and Brothers, c.1958), 'P• 208. 
l 7Meyer, .Qll• ill•, p. 48. 
l8tbid. 
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The alternate meaning of ''spiritual -powers'' for ~J(o~nr finds 
much support. Cullnann observes tha t the thought of the juxt aposition 
of i nvisible powera a.nd the ir e iapirica l orgr-ns is quit~ common in the 
New Testament.19 ·\·TendlE>.nd 1s right ~.rhen he ob!"erves, "Die ,'felt 1st 
beherrscht von Enge lrnaechten--ein schon juedischer Glaube. 112° Craig 
,, 
say s that the ,(f'~W~ are the angelic rulers who stood. behind the 
h uman agents and ·:,ere "the real ca uses of historic events" according to 
a ncient thought.21 They could be thought of as 11 elenental spirits of 
this ·,,orld11 (Gal. 4:J,9; Col. 2:8,20), "angels, principalities a.nd 
:!)Overs" (Rom. 8:,8), and II the prince of the :power of the air" (Eph. 2:2). 
Andrews c laims that all of these terms referring to angelic powers were 
22 .u "' ::>,.. familiar to Jewish thought. The expression fl(,~•v'C,J 'C"'•v 1/tU#~J 
ca n rnean, then, the spiritual world-rulers in their corruption and 
.,, 
blindness--not human ~.fo.lnf like Pilate and Herod (despite Acts 3:17, 
~-,here ?e ter sa ys the rulers killed the Prince of life in i gnorance). 
As Richardson says, "perhaps it was held that Pilate and the rest were 
mere ca.ts-paws in the hands of the world-powers. 112'.3 These spirit rule rs 
are no longer to be served since the crucifixion of Christ brought the 
19oscar Cullmanr1, The Christology of the ~ Testament, translated 
by Shir l ey C. Guthrie and Charles A. M. Rall (Philadelphia: The Uest-
minster Press, c.1959), P• 228. 
20Heinz-Dietrich Wendland, Die :Brief e M lli Korinther in ~ ~ 
Testament Deutsch, edited by Paul Althnus (GoettinRSn: Vandenhoeck un.d 
Ruprecht, c.1954), VII, 24. 
2lcraig, .2.:!l· ill•. p. '.38. 
22El1as Andrews, ~Meaning~ Christ .f2.!: ~ (Uew York: Abingdon-
Ookeabury Press, c.1949), p. 207. 
2
'.3Richardson, $232• Q!i., P• 313. 
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defeat of the "rulers of the world" (John 12 :31). 24 They are doomed, 
, 
l(4rA('r•u~ ~ t,u,v • 
\. 
These powers play an im-portant role in Jewish apocalYJ>tiC and 
rabbinic literature. They nre the rulers of this aeon and are brought 
to destruction with this aeon.25 Gnostic literature, too, lays great 
stress upon these s~iritual powers. The Gnostics pictui·ed them as the 
angelic powers which surround the world like an illr!)enetrable prison 
wall, holding men in like guards, and se~arating the world from the 
kingdom of light.26 Jewish and Gnostic sources lead us to think of the 
~, 
-'t'4"•.>0'S' as demonic S!)iri tu.al powers. But why does Paul bring them 
into his discussion at this point when he is speaking about the wisdom 
of God? A-pI8rently he cannot cliscuss ..&"••LI ro,:,,~ without fastening 
his attention upon its opposition to these powers.27 
Paul continues his discussion of the wisdom of God (2:7). The .J'~.,' 
d'o()/if is God's wisdom, His "1>hilosophy, 11 which He alone controls. He 
alone makes it known to those who proclaim it. t9£o& is prefixed for 
great emphasis. The repetition of A.cAo~,,,..,..., seems to give a certain 
solemn tone to the passage.28 Paul uses the same sentence structure as 
he did in 2:6, but instead of '" 7:EAF:•~r 
24craig, .21?.• ill·, P· 38. 
25Herma.nn Leberecht Strack and Paul Billerbeck, Jrommentar ~ Neuen 
Tes tament aus Talmud~ Mic'!.rasch (Muenchen: C. H. J3eck' sche Verlags-
buchhandlung, 1956), IV/2, p. 1224. 
26wnckens, 
.2P.• ill•• p • 63. 
27tbid., 'Do 64. 
28 M!:iyer, 
.2:e.• ill•. P• 48. 
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> ~ , Actually the syntax would. allow E.J /"'" v .. ·"1t"''t' to bP. connected directly 
to do~,J as Craig :prefe.rs.29 Vincent,JO Meyer,'31 and Wilckens,32 
~ ......... , however, all connect E.J,;&cu• ... .,t"''t to A-cA•~,., . Ther~by they take 
the !)hrase to mean, "we t=rpeak by means of a i;~cret," J:. . !!.·, by our -pro-
claiming what has be.en secret, a doctrine hiddP.n fr.om h1.1.111."l.n understand.ing 
and revealed. specially to us by God )3 
, 
The word/" _vcfr~f'o&J signified a sacred rite of the mystAry reli-
~ions of ancient Greece. These mysteries were the one form of ancient 
Greek r e lie ion which had survived the wave of skepticism and unbelief'. 
Indeed, the sptrit of Paul's times was congenial to their revival. 
Among the Greek mystery religions which flourished at the time of Paul 
were the Eleusian, the Dionysian, and the Orphic.34 Individuals 1)8.rtis-
l p a ted in the mysteries by their own free choice. l3y means of a 
,,)-C~t'r-,~f'o4' , initiates, called mystai, were brought into close relation 
to the deity honored. They were given a new nature, delivered from the 
cycle of reincarnation, and assured ha.npines s after death. The exper-
iences of' the mzstai resuJ.t~d either from an act done to them or by 
them, or from watching a sacred drama. The votary was expected. to kee'P 
his knowledge secrei: after he had passed thro~h the ritual which made 
20 
,.Craig, .QJ].• cit., "? • 37. 
JOvincent, o~. ill•• p. 19S. 
31Me.yer, .QJ].• £11., p. 48. 
32w11ckens, .2:!l• £11., p. 64, n.1. 
33Meyer, ~- cit •• p. 49. 
34James Ligon Price, Internreting the Nev Testament (New Tork: 
Holt, Rinehart and. Winston, c.1961), P • 310. 
him a member of the cult. There are those who maintain that it was 
with such a connotation bordering on the naga.n meaning that Paul used 
the word.J.5 But the meaning of/" ud"C-,;-~•"' for Paul 1s always a 
revealed mystery, and therefore the opposite of that of the cults as 
Stacey clearly points out.36 Paul used the term to denote not a hidden 
truth, but a truth once hidden and now revealed.37 The gospel stands, 
an open secret, for all who will believe the good news38 (Rom. 11:2.5; 
16:2.5f.; Eph. 1:9; j: 3-6; Col. 2:2; 4:J). Paul fills ;l'.f ucti-..,'t',o" with 
the whole content of the Christian revelation. If the term in the 
Pauline epistles hB.s any affinity at all with an outside source, it is 
with the Septuagint usage rather than with its pagan associations. 39 
This "mystery" is nothing else than the gospel (Eph. 6:19), the saving 
"Plan of God (Eph. 3:9). JVl11£T:"./('nlJ means Christ (Col. 1:27), hidden 
from the world and opaned to faith. 40 This ;l'.f ul'r.f('••,J is described 
> , 
as "hidden" wisdom, -t7f'"Ol($,cpv.,urc ,~.,,,,. It had been hidden from all 
preceding generations, and a"Oart from divine revelation remained and 
continues to remain hidden and unknown. 41 In Christ God's secret "Plan 
'35Andrews, .2:Q.• ill•, p . 195. 
3~lalter David Stacey, ~ Pauline View of Man .!n Relation to Its 
Judaic and Hellenistic Background ( London: The Macmillan Co •• c .19.56), 
p. 35. 
37na.vid Smith, The Life and Letters of St. ~ (New York: Harper 
and Brothers, n.d.), P• J20. 
38aichardson, .Q:Q.• .£.it., P• .59. 
39Andrews, .232. £11., P• 195. 
40La.euchli, .2:2• ill•, "P. 49. 
41Meyer, .sre,. ill•• 'P• 49 • 
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or purpose is no longer a secret; it is made known; and ministers of 
Christ are "stewards of the mysteries of God'1 (1 Cor. 4:1). That is to 
say, they are evangelists who are commissioned to declare o~enly and 
everywhere God1 s purpose for l!IE\nkind. One of the supreme mysteries in 
the a~ostle 1s thought was God's long neglect of the Gentile world; and 
this mystery has now been revealed by the discovery of a limitless grace 
in Christ. 42 
, 
God had ord.ained, °1fi,0 11J(',rt,) , his plan before the aeons. God 
had formed His plan for the world before all ages. His plan endures for 
all ages to come (2:7; E'Ph• 2:7; 3:21), and is divided up into measured 
times and ~eriods (1 Thess. 5:1; cf. Acts 17:26).43 By using this word 
here, Paul showed his concern to bring out the absolute indebtedness of 
Christians to God's sovereign and gracious ,.,111 which plans and realizes 
their life. 44 
~ , 
The two terms, 7:iATr•J and/'u~,u.,, were both important in 
, 
Gnostic usage. In fa.ct, the Gnostic z-E:AF,of was bound up together 
with th~e1~'"'•"' : r/A~toJ was that Gnostic man to whom_,µud"'r.{(',ou 
had been revealed. Paul could have been using the Gnostic framework for 
his presentation of the ,JJ,.:; r.,,/.( Paul presented the teaching of 
~Fori cr.?4~ as/" ~re-;<',•" whose addressees could only be ,IA,~.< 
because they are those to whom the Spirit has revealed the spiritual 
content of this revelation, the ~~.,; c:1o~. The same ,Jlp.~ '°ff?'~ 
42smi th, .212.• ill•, 'P• 440. 
4'.3stauffer, ~· cit., p. 77. 
44t.loffatt, .9.:2.. ill•, P• 21. 
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is hidden from all those human beings as well as spiritual powers who 
do not have the Holy Spirit.45 
On the other hand, Wilckens claims that an equally good case can be 
made for Jewish apocalyptic literature as the framework and terminology 
of this section.46 Apocalyptic literature speaks of secrets, ].,ff· 
They really exist already in heaven, but will be revealed only at the 
end of the world. :Before the encl of the world these secrets will be 
received only by the 11wise 11 in wonderful visions and sounds. These 
secret gifts separate the really wise people from the rest who remain 
11 unwiae11 men. Those who receive these apocalyptic secrets guard them 
very closely in order to keep the revelations secret. 
The hiddenness of the ,!c"d"c'~'·" in Jewish apocalyptic literature 
is part of the plan of God who prepares the secrets for His elect. God 
keeps the secrets hidden from the world until the time of the eschato-
., A " logical revelation. r,1fo/qK(lo/"'}'tv•IJ , then, does not have to be 
understood in a Greek religious sense or from a Gnostic point of view, 
but it can also have an essentially eschatological meaning from Judaistic 
sources. 
Inherently the secrets in the apocal~tic literature have the mean-
ing of salvation which has been preJ8,red for the elect as an eschatologi-
cal gift. Wilckens speculates that since the quotation which Paul used in 
2:9 has the style of a typical apocalyptic statement concerning such se-
crets, it could possibly have come from an Apocalypse which has been lost.47 
45wnckens, .ml• cit., P• 65. 
46Ibid. 
47tbid., p. 66. 
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God prepared the blessings of salvation for those who love Him, 
namely, for the elect righteous. God has already prepared these gifts 
) /" ,,C) C .., in heaven E,I qo~-,~ ~c.111. God intend.s to glorify us through the 
blessing of salvation by taking ua into His elory. This a~ocalY!)tic 
sense gives good meaning to 2 :7. Paul considered the p'l/r.D dofl',~ to 
be a blessing of salvation, one of the escha.tological gifts which God 
gives to the elect. 
\ 
We see, accordingly, that Paul could have been developing the 
, 
framework for the presentation of his ,-f',~ partly from possible Gnostic 
and partly from possible Jewish terms. Ap-parently for Paul both of 
these traditions were not such sharply separate influences which we take 
so much trouble to divide from each other today. For him they were 
mixed and interwoven with each other to a great extent. Wilckens ad-
vances such a suggestion.48 So Paul has described wisdom as a hidden 
blessing of salvation with apocalyptic and Gnostic nuances at the same 
time. He m~de his point in this way so that it would be very clear that 
t' "" the ,-..,,r in which he included himself meant the very elect of God. 
In the possession of this knowledge of revelation the elect have a 
distinct advantage over the blind world and its powers. But ",hat is the 
, 
essential meaning of rif),~ which Paul developed here? It is noteworthy 
that he began 2:6 without any word of introduction or explanation. For 
this reason one can conclude that the meaning of~-~~ in this connec-
tion was obvious and. self widerstood. 
From the Christological context we can infer a Christological 
48Ibid. • :P• 67. 
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""'1 , , 
meaning for "°r'A . Wilckens concludes that Paul used ,~~< as a 
Ohristological title for the resurrected Christ.49 It stands to reason 
that Paul would return to this Christ-centered meaning from 1:18 in the 
development of his presentation. 
Jewish apocalYJ>tic literature does portray God working out salva-
tion. Proofs for this possible understanding of the meaning of ~f',)r~ 
here occur throughout late-Judaic apocalyptic literature; although, to 
be honest, we mu.st admit that such references are infrequent. The 
Qumran texts, however, do use this concept for a far-reaching plan of 
salvation in which everything that happens occurs according to an eternal 
plan of predestination as Wilckens points out.SO To illustrate we could 
cite the following sections. Men exist from eternity in two spirits 
which God has placed in them (I QS 3:l3f.). This placing by God rests 
upon His eternal decision of predestination. This eternal decision of 
God is hidden on principle. The understanding of this will of God is 
revealed only to the children of light on the basis of a special en-
lightening revelation. This plan is the plan of salvation in the 
understanding of the elect and they call it His divine wisdom (I QS 
4:18f.). Whoever knows this wisdom has the right insight into knowledge 
of the Highest and into the wisdom of the children of heaven (I Q.S 4:22). 
The possession of this wisdom divides the sons of light from the sons of 
darkness. As long as the two spirits still remain and God has not yet 
created the new spirit, people continue to live in wisdom and foolish-
ness (I QS 4:10). 
49ll!.g_., p. 68. 
5o~., P• 69. 
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The Qumran meaning of wisd.om, however, does not seem to be used 
here (2:6). Much more probable is the use of the meaning found in the 
apocalyptic literature, namely, the presentation of one of the real 
blessings of salvation which have been already :9repared for the elect in 
view of the future revelation in heaven. Thie presentation is revealed 
even before the jU(lgment to a few men wise in apocalyptic truths. That 
is a clear possibility in the text according to Wilckens.51 
To inun up, Paul the prea.chP.r preached wisdom (2: ?) in the context 
of a secret D\YStery which God has predes tined for the glorifying of the 
nature Chri~tians. Paul proceeded to describe the content of this 
mystery of wisdom in the. quotation (2:9), which he possibly took over 
from nn apocalyptic writing . The -possibility exis ts. then, that Paul 
was talking entirely in t he framework of Jewish apocalY3)tic terminology. 
If it is true that Paul was speaking to his hearers out of a Jewish 
apocalyptical setting, then 2:8 ca me a s quite a shock in his r,resenta-
tion of wisdom. He has a lready s~dd. in 2:7 that the heavenly gift of 
:ii, 
Hisdom which he has described in 2:6 was not recognized by the -4(0)(•~1"1f. 
Up to this p oint e Jew could have followed easily. :But than 2:8b shifts 
the emphasis: 11 If they would ha.VP- known it ( d"of't~ ), th~y would not 
have crucifiea. the Lorcl of glory. 11 From the context it is evident that 
~, 
the same Bf",~ was meant -which the ~PX•vl7 J did not recognize. 
Paul s~oke of the crucified Christ as the Lord of glory. Wendland 
exposes this inherant -paradox neatly by saying, 
Im Gegensatz zu den Herrschern dieser Welt traegt Christus den 
Wuerdenamen ,Herr der Herrlichkeit, 1 der im Judentum von Gott 
51 
.!ill·, p. 70. 
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gebraucht wurde. • • • In diesem Namen 1st die Paradoxie des 
paulinischen Christus•Glaubens groszartig formu.l.iert; denn 
gerade der Gekreuzigete 1st her Herr der Herrlichkeit, d. h. 
Der, dem die goettliche Herrlichkeit eignet.52 
, 
The title K't',oJ occurs as the Septuagint translation of the 
Hebrew YAHWEH. Freguently Paul gave this title to Christ and applied 
to Him Old Testament pe.ssage$ which obviously referred to lerael's God 
(1 Cor. l:Jl; 2 Cor. J:16; 10:11: Eph. 4:8; 2 These. 1:9). From the 
, 
time when Paul wrote his letters onwards the title /(~r-r was used for 
Christ much more fr~quently than any other, and at that time attained a 
much d.eepe.r meaning. This deeper meaning came about in four ways in 
Stauffer's opinion:53 first, Paul used the name Ku,,•r in a personal 
sense. After his Da.mascus experience the apostle became the slave of 
Jesus Chri st. Jesus was the. Lord who claimed. Paul's life anc1 work. 
Paul turned to Christ ln everything that concerned his labors (2 Cor. 
12: 8). 
, 
Second, though the name. /("t''•f was particularly applicable to 
the eY.alted Lord, Paul also a.1Jplied. the title to thE' Christ who entered 
upon His pRssion et the Ls.st Supner (1 Cor. ll:2Jb). Paul's use of 
/(.:~•f took on some color from the theology of the -passion. Third, 
, 
Paul streosed. that the exalted K"(''•f (Col. 2:15) had authority over 
all the powers that affect hurran beings. Fourth, Paul confessed his 
exalted Lord; and the church to whom Paul proclaimed Him confessed 
Christ who was Lord of the world to come (1 Cor. 8:.5). 
Christ is the Lord. His qualitatively characteristic cond.i tion is 
that of the d.ivine glory in heaven. He came from the glory of hea.ven 
52wendland, .2:a• ill•, p. 24. 
5'.3sta.uffe.r, .sre,. cit., pp. 11.5-116. 
and He has returned to the glory of heaven (John 17:5; Luke 24:26; 
Phil. 3:20; Col. 3:1-4, et!:!.,). Hence, He cau clhim thP titl.e, "the 
Lord of glory. n54 Christ possesses the divine splendor, cf'o~ , and 
beRtows this glory on men.55 :But only the gift of faith enables Chris-
tians to discern the divine presence and glory in the future of the 
Crucified; unbelievers do not see the glory of God shining in the face 
of Jesus Christ (2 Cor. 4:4,6). They have been blinded by the ruler of 
this world.56 
What, then, is the relation between ,JJ~ d'""~.( and H't~,•f r.:1,-r•fl 
If we have to distinguish wisdom in the sense of the apocalyutic expec-
tation on the one hand, from the crucified Christ on the other, then 
Paul's argument in 2:8 makes no sense. Only one possibility gives a 
good meaning: ,c.P,.& r.,,~ and J(tf,•f -r,&/:~•J mean the same thing; 
namely, we must understand<Jof',A in the entire section (2:6ff.) to be 
Christ. (5),.c tr.'f~:,. is a Christological term here and. means nothing 
different from the nerson of the Lord of glory Himself.57 
If this is true, then the point Paul ma.de is: Mature Christians 
nreach wisdom (Christ) because it has been revealed to them through the 
Spirit (2:lOff.). But wisdom (Christ) renains hidden and inaccessible 
~~ 
to the .ft,.f'o~71f . God has decided in eternity to reveal wisdom to us 
(~,;., , 2:7) for our glory. Christ, the Lord of glory, 1s the wisdom 
5~eyer, .Q:Q.• cit., p. 50. 
55cra.ig, _sm. cit., p. 38. 
5~ichardson, Sil?.• ill•• P• 66. 
57wnckenS I !m• ill• I P • 71. 
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:a, 
of God; but the ,t~~-'Z1fS" have crucified Him because they did not 
recognize Him. God has revealed Him to us through the Spirit. The 
entire context makes the point that mature Christians, the r,A,,oc. , 
already have the blessing of salvation from God in eternity in the 
person of Christ. The Christ, who came down from heaven and, whom the 
demonic powers crucified, has been revealed to mature Christians but 
~, 
remains hidden from and unknown by the -'.,-X'•.,'r"'«S • 
, ' If one agrees to this identification of d"'ca,',-' with Christ, then 
in addition the possibility opens up for the Gnostic myth of the savior-
redeemer as further backgromid to Paul's presentation. Bultmann cl.aims, 
The Gnostic idea that Christ's earthly garment of flesh was the 
disguise in consequence of which the world rulers failed to recog-
nize him--for if they had recognized him--they would not have 
brought about their8own defeat by causing hie crucifixion--lurks behind 1 Cor. 2:8.5 
This myth is difficult to state exactly because of all the variants. 
One could summarize the most important !)arts as follows: 
A divine being fell from its home in heaven into strange depths. 
The ?Owers of the world captured it and smashed it into many small 
pieces. These smashed pieces comprise mankind who must live in the 
world as strangers separated from heaven. A second divine being was 
sent down from above to rescue mankind. He is related and similar in 
appearance. This rescuer descended from heaven and took on a disguise 
of flesh before the world powers. Therefore the world powers did not 
recognize him for what he was, but really considered him one of their 
own kind. In this manner he finally arrived in the depths and showed 
58Bultmann, Theology of the~ Testament, 'P• 175. 
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himself to his scattered brothers. His brothers recognized him as a 
divine being. They collected themselves together and rose a~in with 
him in order to return home to their origin. Once again in heaven all 
the members together constitute a unity. 
The doctrine of salvation in this myth introduces and then describes 
the reception of lmowledge through the savior as recognition of his 
divine being. Whoever has this recognition in the sense of the myth is 
"saved, II Which means in this sense Of r~"f, tO be brought back tO 
and reunited again with one's origin. 
This tra.dit ion of Gnosticism influenced. early Christendom. Without 
going into detail, suffice it to say that Chris tian Gnostics found it 
easy to read Christ into the savior-redeemer of the 11\Y'th. We can find 
a Christian/'~~/ of this sort not only in the various Gnostic heresies 
of the second and third centuries; but already in early Christian texts 
we can discern various Gnostic influences and. meanings. This Gnostic 
infiltration into early Christendom stands in the same historical context 
with the entry of Gnosticism into late Judaism with ~hich Christianity 
was bound up at the time of its own beginning. From this one can con-
clude that it hardly makes any real difference whether Christianity 
received its Gnostic influences from a gnostic Judaism or from a heathen-
hellenistic Gnosis.59 
Without doubt Paul could have s-poken about the wisdom of God 
(2:6ff.) in the context of Jewish apocalyptic literature. In the same 
connection (2:8), however, we find the possibility of the Gnostic savior 
.59wnckens, .2Jl• cit., p. 73. 
--------·,. 
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myth blended with Jewish apocalyptic elements. It is d.ifficult to 
separate the various influences completely and accurately. One has to \ 
keep in mind a broad stream of Gnostic nuances in which d"'o(/',~ had the 
function of savior as a -personified. mythical being. In the same mixed 
, 
sense one must understand Paul's use of ~>. Fe •r . As Wilckens demon-
strates, Jewish and Gnostic meanings flowed together for Paul so that 
it was not strange for him to bring Gnostic and mythological statements 
into a Jewish-apocalyptic context.6o 
Some further comment is necessary concerning the a~parently delib-
erate relationship between .,>r ,t;:f:41) ~c:n,(2: 7) and. ""'-/' c;} r/:f•r 
(2:8). , Just as the term..Jto:> d'if"~ meant Christ (2:7), so the 
apocalyptic presentation of the future glorification of the righteous 
has been possibly blended here with the corresponding Gnostic teaching 
of the Gnostic sharing in the glory of the savior-redeemer himself. If 
this specific Gnostic sense was intended, then the following Christolog-
ical conclusion was also intend.ad: Just as Christ is the wisdom of God, 
through whom the mature become wise, so also is Christ the Lord of glory 
insofar as He transforms the mature believers into the glory of the 
heavenly sphere above.61 
Now one can finally come to grips tri th the sense of the so-called 
antithesis in 2:6b: This ~hrase has been added not in order to make 
extreme statements concerning the hiddenness of the wisd.om of God by 
>~ 
indicating that 1 t was hidden even from the ~,r-~nr ; but to the 
6oibid 
-· 
61 4 
,llli •• p. ? • 
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contrary, this concealment of the wisdom of God and its non-recognition 
by the world powers has ma.de possible the action of salvation. Just 
C ,.. 
because of thh hiddenness God could reveal Himself to the elect ,_,. S:~j 
C " and to the ~l•J alone. Because of this revelation in concealment the 
{,,.,F1' couli!. return into the dof.,c through the d.isguised H'f"•f "1't l'aj+f• 
The spiritual revelation of the wisdom of God as the saving mystery has 
C "" ~I been allotted to the .,r,,. J ' while the _,.,,".,,.,..,f have been deceived .• 
/"' , ~ ' The uo,O,"' r-:i,1 "t'~o~t:..,J haa been smashed at the cross of Christ. the 
.,, 
point of the a1Jpa.rent victory of the ~f'¥•-C'#f . But because they did 
not reco,gnize J,.~ '-f'~~ , they have been defeated themselves as Paul 
adds triumphantly (2: 6). Where this mystery of the wisd.om of God is 
u . 
preached, there the ~,r-~nf are always defeated. True wisdom remains 
hidden from them. 
Paul concluded this section with a fitting quotation (2:9). The 
language that he used to describe th~ blessedness of the Age to Come 
we.a evidently tre.ditional in Judaism as Davies says.62 :But the verse 
still !)Oses some serious difficulties. The introductory words KAJ~r 
" j'Fr('#/f.,,-C<(« are ordinarily used by Paul for direct quotations from 
Scri~ture.63 But what does Paul quote? Where are these words written? 
This verse certainly is not a direct quotation from any source which 
scholars have discovered. In fact, this particular quotation is one of 
the most vexing problems in textual background which remain to be 
62William !avid Davies, Paul !:!!S. Rabbinic Judaism (Second edition; 
London: SPCK, 1955), p. 307. 
63Edward Earle Ellis, Paul's Qtt of~ .ill Testament (London: 
Oliver and :Boyd, 1957), -oaseim. 
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clarified. 64 Commentators suggest a few places in the Septuagint, all in 
Isaiah (52:15; esp. 64:3(4); 65:16?) which say similar things. Eut Paul 
differs markedly from the LXX and the ~Iebrew. The first suggestion has 
a completely different meaning in its context which prompted Stauffer to 
remark, 
The most difficult quotations from Scrinture that we find in the 
NT are those which, though they cite specific passages from the OT, 
often with an express introductory formula, and which we can locate 
in our canon, yet neither gay nor contain what the NT writers 
suppose (l Cor. 2:9 .•• ). 5 
The second and third possibilities have many textual dissimilari-
ties. For e:xa.mple, 
It is difficult, to assume any direct connection to thb Isaiah passage. 
Only the underlined words give any possibility of quotation and then 
only as indirect quotation at that. Yet the fact remains that Paul used 
his introductory formula; he must have been quoting from some source. 
Ellis lists the various solutions which have been pro~osed: an apocryphal 
writing since lost; an apocryphal phraseology of OT texts; a Jewish 
anthology of OT passages (and an apocryphal passage); and a free ~ra-
phrase of the OT by Pa.ul.66 Origen and Ambrose say that the words come 
from the Secrets ,g! ~. Eut would Paul have used his formula for 
64 il.!s•, P• 34. 
6Sste.u.i"fer, .212.• cit., p. 19. 
6
~111s. ~- ill•• p. 35. 
. 
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scripture citation to refer to a non-canonical writing? I Clement 34:8 
uses the same unknown quotation almost identically; y9t by a slight 
change Clement puts an emphasis on future reward into the text. Then, 
too, the author of Clement rmy have drawn the quotation from this 
Corinthian letter which he apparently knew well. later the passage 
cnme into the text of the Ascension of Isaiah (11:34) but that could 
not be Paul's source as Craig ~oints out.6? At any rate , the meaning 
of the passage is fairly simple: God has already pre-pa.red his final 
blessings for the elect, and. has shown them only to the ini tiatecl in 
secret revelations68 (cf. Gal. 3:19; 4:26). "Those who love Him11 must 
mean the true Christians who are res~onding to the love an~ wisdom God 
has shown th~m in Christ. 
6?craig, ~ • .£!!_., p. 38. 
68stauffer, ~. ill•, '9 • 53 • 
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CHAP.r"E:R IV 
THF. TR'JLY SPIRITUAL MA~1 
Having set forth the hidden character of the divine '1of"r~ , Paul 
turned to it!' unve iling in 2:10-16. 1 God has made known to His saints 
the r iche s of the glory of Ghrist (Col. 1:27). God has already revealed 
His hidden~(,',~ in the. person of Christ the Crucified. 
To b a sure., th€! word rot4~ does not occur in the section ( 2: 10-16) 
axcept in the negative senaa (2:13). Pa.ul considered the concep t of 
knowl~dge very s i m;)ly by i ncluding eve t"ything under the t e r m 1'i111ut and 
t hen e xpla i ning :tt through the a.ddition:a.l 8.Tll!)lifica.tion ~ (9~ r.C 
,J',o~. I n f a.c t , ther A i s an inte:.·e sting shift of ,emph:\sis : only the Holy 
Sp irit really knows "Z"~ r.C4.r; because he i s t he One who "searches," 
> ,... 
~f'u ~-c . Only i nsofar au t he r ec e iver of specia l reve la.t i o11 has actu-
(. 
ally rece:lve1l the Holy Sp irit Himself A.nd ha s b een i nstr,ict ed by Him, 
ca n h e a l so be called really 11 spiritual. 11 
In the back of hi s mind Faul my have rmd some Gnostic heresy whic~ , 
he had to oppo~e. In the Gnost ic texts the r evealer hi mself i s spirit 
i n h i s being. The r ace iving of ,;h e spir it in Gnostic i s m brings -ljhe. 
rac e i ve r of the s:pi :i:-i t in~o ·the vel'y being of the sp irit. He be.comes 
id.ent:lcal 1-rith t h!? 71',,,~ -revea l e r, a nd so is 7iil~e1.,,-.t("Cc1<:[ . c!is knowl-
edge i n t r uth i s t hnt o:f t he sp irH i 11t o 11hich he has been t aken up. 
l Rein:dch A~1g;11st Wilhel m ?•!eyer, Cri ticn.1 H.nd F.xeg f> tica l Handbook 
to the Euistle to the Corinthians, transla.te.d from the German by n:- Do1:igl a.s J3ar.n~ m-~ nd ~filliam P. Dickson (New York: F unk and Wagnalls 
Co., 1884), p. 51. 
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From this point of view one can realize why Paul does not use the term 
(/ofl'~ any longE'!r in this section of his presentation: d'cfil',~ and U-v,~"' 
were identical in the Corinthian Gnosticism.2 Paul has sirn~ly exchanged 
one synonym for another. That is indicated a little farther on (2:13). 
There he says that the teacher dare not be human wisdom but the Spirit. 
The preaching of this doctrine must not be oriented to men's wisdom but 
to the Spirit. Here the S~irit of God stands opposed to the wisdom of 
men, just as before the wisdom of God stood opposed to the wisdom of the 
world. Therefore the Spirit of God must be sharply distinguished from 
the spirit of men. Paul made use of the Corinthian terminology to note 
this distinction. 
Let us assume that the Corinthian Gnostics held their ground 
, 
against Paul and continued to claim that they themselves were 7/"v,.,_,,..<r, f/foc 
and ro,po( ( ~ They would assert that since they had received a revela-
-' 1-----··,...,--' 
; tion of spiritual insight through the spirit, they had become spiritual 
( themselves; they had received the spirit that recognized the divine in 
them. As S'Oiritual beings, they would have continued, they were identi- r' 
' / 
cal with~ spirit. Exactly parallel to this possible Gnostic ~oint of 
'--
view is the formula which Paul proposed: in the measure they have per-
ceived Christ to be the Wisdom of God, they were really vise. As wise 
they were identical with wisdom. The Corinthians were both spiritual 
and wise to the extent that they received the content of revelation. 
Paul specified this content as 7:-c '9J,,I-, z:o; ,,..;,.u' (2:lOb). 
2ulrich Wilckl'lns, WAisheit ~ Torheit (Tuebingen: J. C. B. Mohr, 
c.1959), P• 51. 
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The S-pirit is familiar with the ~steries of God, becauge He alone 
stands in that unique relation in respect to the true knowledge of God, 
which corresponds to the relation of the human spirit to ma.n.J We must 
not make the mistake of confusing Paul's idea of the Spirit, the super-
natural gift to believers and to them only, with the Stoic idea of a 
reality permeating the entire natural universe.4 That .,,..~~meant the 
Holy Spirit and not the human spirit is certain from the context.5 As 
Wendland says, 11Wenn Paulus Sagt: , der Geist,' so me int er immer den 
6 ~ ~ Gotte sgeist.11 The Holy Spirit 11 searches, 11 ~{'~""'f . This searching is 
not done in order to discover; but this word de.scribes the ever active, 
accurate, careful sounding of the depths of God by the Spirit.? Wend-
land. comments, 
,D9r Geist erforscht alles', das gilt von dem ewigen Gottesgeist; 
Gott kann nur durch Gott erkannt werden. Nur Gott selbst kann die 
goettlichen Heilstaten auslegen und verstaendlich ma.chen.8 
The phrase, ~ ~1',J., "Zou 4•-' , denotes the \-,hob rich e.xha.ust-
le ss fullness which is hidden in God.9 It is the opposite of the phrase, 
,~ [$-4Jffl( ,oti X-cc-t~ (Rev. 2:24). Wilckens sees in this phrase, 
3Meyer, .212,. ill•, p. 52. 
4clarence Tucker Craig, "The First Epistle to the Oorinthians , 11 
The Interpreter's Bible, edited by John Knox (New York: Abingdon Press, 
c.1953), X, 39. 
5Meyer, ..Q.11• cit., p. 52. 
6Heinz-Dietrich Wendland, 12!§_ Briefe an die Korinther in De.s Neue 
Testament Deutsch, edited by Paul Altha.us ( Goettingen: Vandenhoecklmd 
Ruprecht, c.1954), VII, 25. 
?Marvin Richardson Vincent, Word Studies .!A the ~ Testament 
(Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Co., 1946), III, 196. 
8wendland, 2.l?.• ill• , p. 25 • 
9Meyer, .Q:Q.• ill•, P• 52. 
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an expression which could be considered typically 
Gnoatic and would then ref er to the spiri tua.l ~,orld above, the heavenly 
sphere •10 The fulfillment of this knowledge of the de-pths of God 
through the spirit separates the Gnostics from the world. Soteriologi-
cally, the Gnostic relieion would understand this as ascent out of the 
world into the glory of the s:piritual realm. Even though Paul used 
such a term which the Gnostics could have misunderstood, Paul tried to 
prevent any such wrong interpretation by setting out in the following 
verses (2:lOff.) the unreachable dimensions of this knowledge of 
revelation by God in contrast to all worldly knowledge. 
In order to point out this difference as sharply as possible, Paul 
. made use of an anthropological meaning to the term """'•;.c..~ by which he 
meant Just the ability of man to know anything. Sometimes Paul amp loyed 
this term to denote a normal element in human nature. It i s clear that 
for Paul there was in all men, even thP unregenerate, what he calls 
.,,.~~~"' • 1'lithout seeking to define this -,rv,~1,,. which every nnn !)OS-
sesses, we may think of it as "the controlling directive in man. 1111 
Paul made use of a conclusion by analogy--a.s only a man's 11 spirit 11 
(7T"v~~ A ) knows what is within him, so also the de"!)ths of God are 
available only to the divine "Spirit" ( ~1;,,c..A ) .12 Paul considered 
both types of knowledge as fact and set them side by side here in this 
lOwilckens, _sm. ill•, p . 82. 
llwnlia.m Da.vid Davies, ~~Rabbinic Judaism (Second edition; 
London: SPCX, 1955), p . 185. 
12Rudolf Bultmann, TheologY of the 1!§.!! Testament, translated from 
the German by Hendrich Grobel (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 
c.1951), I, 205. 
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analogy. In fact, he did not intend to make any sort of case for any 
contrast or difference between the t;ro hare.1'.3 Indeed, Bu.ltma.nn 
realizes this when he q_uotes this reference among others to point out 
~ ' ' 14 th..~t there is no difference in meaning between 2,u.,_,., and r,~,,t), 
These two sections of the formula stand compl etely parallel to e~ch 
other as f a r as the i n t e r ill'.1 meaning of knowl edga i s concerned. Gnostics 
would a gree, too, with t he m~anin~ of the forl.!lnla; for they held that 
there was no more radica l di frer i:,nce t han iinat beween. God an.d t;b., Yorld.. 
This whole Yerse mde good sense in both parts to Gnostics and Paul 
elike: spiritual understanding is not a human possibility, but can occur 
only through the underste.nding of the spiritual revelation given to 
men.15 
?P..ul hastened on to point out the real contrast. In the next verse 
(2:12) he set the spirit of the world over agains t the Spirit of God. 
True wisdom is not attainable through merely hWIIR.n means. The s~irit of 
,w.n, the normal element in human nat11re, cannot achieve it. It is 
16 ~- ... ... !-. 
revealed by the Spirit of God. 10 ''~'9"' "Z""o 41 l<vrT;l"•u is the sp:lrit 
which unbelieving mankind has. 17 This spirit is opposed to God in all 
13wnckens, .2.:2• cit., p . 83. 
14Ru.a.olf Bul tma.nn, 11Gnosis, n fillli Key~. translated and edited 
from the German by J. R. Coa tea and H. P. Kingdon ( New York: Harper and 
Brothers, c.1958), II, JO, n.l. 
15wilckens, .2.l!• cit., :p. 84·. 
l61B.vies, .2.l2.• cit., p. 186. 
17Meyer, fil?.• ill•, :P• 5'.3 • 
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His purposes18 (2 Cor. 4:4; Eph. 6:11,12). In pointing out this radical 
difference, Paul neatly sidestepped an inherent danger in the manner of 
his speaking. Paul said, 11We d.o not have the s:pirit of the world, but 
we have received the Spirit from God, 11 and any Gnostics vould have 
ha c, stened to add, 11 in order that we might become spiritual.","-( 
, , 
(fl!w/"'~,J 7T;r~,cl'i"'•c. Paul, however, structured his argument 
in such a way--and probably with just such an intention--that the Gnos-
tics who were agreeing with hir.i were left high and dry. Paul broke the 
whole chain of Gnostic thought when he concluded the verse with the 
phrase. ;:,~ .r:,,e_,,..,..i ~t( Sm -r;-.c .JFoC x~(l,rJl11ra, I,.,.>. 
In this turn of phrase, Paul introduced the free spontaneous gifts 
of God. By doing so he underlined the great difference between the 
gifts and the Giver. He turned attention from knowledge itself and from 
the Spirit itself to God the Giver of all good gifts.19 
These ~ifts are the content of Christian knowledge. Meyer believes 
that theoe gifts are the blessings of the Messianic kingdom, the pos-
session of which is bestowed by divine grace on the Christians.20 To be 
sure, these gifts are only hinted at in this entire context. Further-
more, we do not know clearly what Paul meant exactly by ri Kt<tclic//,rr~ 
C fl-'"'',> in any anti-Gnostic sense. In fact, Wilckens maintains that it 
is possible to point out instances in Gnostic writings ,,here the word, 
l8Hermnn Sasse, 11 K/,,;,,.of , 11 Theologisches Woerterbuch ~ Neuen 
T~stament. edited b~ Gerh.~rd Kittel (Stuttgart: W. Kohlhammer), III, 
88Jff. 
l9Wilckens, .Q.12.• Cit•, p. 86 • 
20Meyer, .Q:E.• cit., P• .54. 
sa 
')(<("/J°~~-<c., is used in the same sense.21 The whole verse lends 
itself to the possible meaning of Christian conversion, especially since 
the phrase ).*<,#,ll~J,1e1) T~ iii,#'~~ became one of the technical terms 
of early Christian missionary preaching and meant conversion in that 
use.
22 It could also be possible that Paul did have in mind here some 
special charismatic gifts which he discussed later in the letter.2'.3 
:But Paul has g1 ven us a -problem. Whom did he really mean by "we, 11 
t: ... 
'1_r F•J 1 In connect ion with the To:'j ra4'Ef•,.f(2 :6), he a')')parently 
meant the special circle of tmture spiritual people. Those make up the 
C ~ ~ ~ ,,,_.,,f . 'But the Corinthians used the term ~"'f in smh an exclusive 
sense that it became the basis for the divisions against which Paul was 
striving. In spite of this technical use just a few verses prior, Paul 
meant all Christians here without doubt. Yet it can have this meaning 
only if we eliminate the possibility of ,r'"t',,-..P,;z-A meaning charismatic 
gifts. 
( _, 
Where Paul emphasized the ,_,,,..,,, (2:6ff.), he may have accommo-
dated his presentation to the possible Gnostic way of speaking which he 
may have taken over. The theological viewpoint of Paul has been clouded 
over by a strange Gnostic conception and the re~ulting lack of clarity 
leaves us with some unanswered questions at this point. Have ill Chris-
tians received the Spirit (2:12), or only the 11 spiritual 11 among the 
Christians (2:10,14f.)? Does the gift of the Spirit mean chiefly the 
2lw11ckens, !Ul.• £ii., p. 86, n. 2. 
22!tl.g_. 
2
'.3ill..g_., p. 87. 
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gift of faith (2:12) or does it mean some special charismatic gift? Is 
the expression of the wisdom of God all types of preaching ( l:24ff.) or 
only a special charismatic gift of tongues? Is the addressee of such 
:passages the world--Jew and. heathen--or only a special group of people 
with charismatic gifts? These questions arise because there is no 
clear answer in the t ext itself. 
Let us go on to the next verse (2:13). Just as the understanding 
of God's knowledge is a gift from God's Spirit Himself. so also is the 
preaching of this knowledge. Having given proof of Spirit-given wisdom. 
the Anostle went on into the manner in which the things revealed are 
proclaimed, passing from the £/6;,A,. ~~ }(;f("t,;../E:,,C( to the ~Al'c., of 
them. 24 The preachers of God. do not speak /11 /: J".,oc'l'lt~ J,14'..,,r-/~11 f 
rof'l-tr AiJ'"°~J. Just what did Paul mean by J,,-,1t'-.J1rf ,1ttJ A'4:Cft The 
preceding verse was an apparent polemic against Gnosticism. Did Paul 
continue this polemic view? Or did he speak out here in general against 
natural knowledge in contrast to spiritual knowledge (2:11)? Or did he 
again oppose the weak Corinthian-type wisdom against which he spoke up 
for the crucified Christ as the~ of God (2:5)? If we can refer 
back that far in the context. we can tie all these :points together. Any 
so-called wisdom on the pa.rt of man is nothing but human speculation, 
> ~-" , , ff!"1,v('~'1r,.J'I)' tro1',-<f if it denies the crucified Savior. The Spirit of 
God will really have nothing to do with this denial. The powerful 
Spirit of God proclaims God's wisdom in the crucified Christ even when 
it appears to be weak and foolish. 
24Meyer • .2:!l• ill•• :P• 54. 
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Th Ch h h > /' r "" , e ristian preac er, t eref'ore, speaks Ell ,~o-"IC~f 7T~l~ifr-e/! 
'l'he Spirit is the po"1er and source of the proclamation, not logic not 
empirical evidence. -,J;,1"/"~'l'i,f is subjective genitive. The Spirit 
speaks by His powet' through the d<~lr'li!Mf trhich Jie gives. This word 
implies that the Spirit appropriates His speakers. He gives different 
individualities capabilities of proclaiming Christ in very different 
forms resulting in a. corresponc.ing variety. 25 
This brings us to a group of words which are very difficult to 
, 
interpret \!.rith finality: ~'?"rtll("•tf °ln'E~"r,1<'>ir ~1"1<''60.17'1'.f 
The two words ,.,ith the 1'1"vl'~.<-root could refer to spiritual men, things, 
or \·rords. The possible meanings for '"J''<t'/~•IIDJ include adapting, 
interpreting, proving, or comparing. This word occurs only here and in 
2 Cor. 10:12 where it obviously mee,ne 11compare. 11 Four main interpre-
tetions have been proposed for this cryptic phrase: 1) ada~ ting sp iritual 
words to spiri tue..l thir.gs ; 2) 8.dnpting spiri tu.al things to spiritual 
men; J) interpreting spiritual things to s~iritual men; and 4) inter-
preting spiritual things by spiritual words. Vincent says that the 
most satisfactory interpretation i~ combining spiritual things with 
spiritual words.26 
We can conclude at this point that there is great difficulty in 
a.ny attempt to interpret this phrase in Paul. Faul did not use clean 
terminology with exact meanings here; and he used the words he did in 
circumstances which are not easy to determine. Added to this is the 
25.illg,. I P• 55 • 
26Vincent, Ql2.• ill•• p. 197 • 
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fact that Paul's purpose in this section was so similar theologically 
to the central thesis of Gnosticism; namel7, that salvation consists in 
the identification of the saved as the spiritually grown up in the 
77'~~;,..« of the savior. The danger exists here that Christ and Chris-
tians appear the same way in a mystical sense. This line of argument 
of Paul is remarkable and ha.rd to under~tand. For was it not Just this 
possibility of the identity of spiritual wisdom with Christ as the 
wisdom of God which Paul attacked so vehemently before? Didn't he, so 
to say, downgrade this type of wisdom in which the Corinthians gloried 
as wisdom of the ,-,orld and wisdom of men? Didn't he put this type of 
wisdom in radical contrast to the real wisdom and power of God in the 
crucified Christ? 
One could wish that Paul would have beE1n somewhat clearer at this 
point. Even after he brought in the simple surprise phrase for the 
Gnostics in 2:12b, the mainstream of his line of thinking has to strain 
to come through all the apparent Gnostic terminology he seems to have 
taken over.2? For that reason, a person could understand the entire 
section (2:10-13) in a Gnostic sense contrary to the Apostle's inten-
tion. Such an erroneous interpretation could lead to the further con-
clusion that Paul's theology was also influenced by Gnostic thought. 
Added to this is the evidence that the next verse (2:14) is 
typically Gnostic in form. There is hardly a single extant Gnostic 
hi Paul does here.28 "The text which does not say the same t ng as 
2?wnckens, .QR.• ill•, p. 88. 
28Ibid., p. 89. 
" 
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natural man does not receive the things of the spirit of God.; for they 
are foolishness to him, nor i s he abl~ to know them, because they are 
SJ)iritually discerned." 
The term fu.Y, H°.f provides an interesting study. First of a.11, "' 
neither ~,r,"''1' nor 71'illcv,,,l(T'i"-:, occur in old rabbinic literature. 
As Strack-Billerbeck points out, the terms ')Tf.}) = 7r""l~.(n•-; and 
• • T 
"\If'?~;: tfv)(t1~•r belong to a l a ter time.29 In a ddition, f./111¥,l<~f 
is not equivalent to rtl(IIHt~•J , "fleshly," in the evil sens e. Paul was 
speaking of natural as contrasted with spiritual knowledge applied to 
spiritual truth. Pa ul was contrasting the <jl~)(,,' , '1noul, 11 as the 
organ of human cognition with the .,,.,,~, as the organ of sJ)iritua.l 
~ogni tlon. The man, therefore, whose understanding of truth depended 
solely upon his natural insight was 'fuJ(, 1<tf/ , "natural," as compared 
, / with the sp iritual man, 7f'il,~1t"lif<.,, to whom divine insight was 
./ 
imparted .JO The fa.ct that Paul used t.J)t1)(,~-j and F.f-1<,~•f synony-
mously a few verses farther on would surprise those versed in the 
Hellenistic doctrine of the soul. But Paul's view was that the f/)u,Y( 
in~ n:an enlightened by the Spirit of God was of the same nature as his 
£le sh and blood. '3l Vv x.: , then, was for Paul the principle of life 
for the ~;s .32 Paul's view of t1~xt' here was in complete accord 
29Hermann Leberecht Strack and Paul Billerbt,ck, Kommentar ~ Neuen 
Testament aus Talmud und Midra.sch (Muenchen: C. H. Beck.' sche Verlagsbuch-
handlung, 1956). III, 329 . 
JOvincent, fill• ill•, p. 198. 
J 1walter David Stacey, The Pauline !!m! .2i. l!!!!. in Relation 12. lli 
Judaic~ Hellenistic Background (London: The Macmillan Co., c.1956), 
P• 148. 
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with his doctrine of the B!,irit.33 In each of the four cases where \ 
f/)11J(t 11t{r was used, it was contrasted with "Tr~1~-4'r'l11t~ which at 
once gives a hint to its m('laning. Here in the passe.ge under ciscussion 
(2:14) the contrast meant that the t/t1ft1<f was unable to receive or / 
appreciate the things of the Spirit. The 11natural" man ha.d only the 
natural spirit, not the regenerated spirit which marked believers. If 
the Spirit of God could not have fellowship with such a man, the ques-
tion arises as to how regeneration could have been carried out; but 
Paul, knowing that the Spirit was being given, did not stop to consider 
that question at this ~oint nor puzzle over the logic of it.34 As the 
natural soul was confined to the lower aspects of consciousness, the 
was man considered apart from God. He was not a person 
who had only biological needs, but the person whose life was directed 
toward, and limited to, the earth:cy.35 As Bultmann r~marks, the derived 
adjective can be translated "second-rate," "limited," or "tra.nsitory. 11 36 
This 'ft1)(,1<4' did not /.c"~•'r-<c the things from God.1 s Spirit. 
This tf{)(',t:J-<« did not have the meaning of intellectual understanding 
when used in the New Testament in connection with teaching (Luke 8:13; 
Acts 8:ll~; 11:1; 17:1; 1 Thess. 1:6; James 1:21). Instead, as Vincent 
shows, it meant to admit the teaching into the heart and live by it.37 
33stacey, .sm,. ill•, p •. 1L~8. 
34Ibid., p. 147. 
3.5J3ui tmann, Theology of ]h!. !ID! Testament, :p. 205. 
36Ibid., p. 204. 
3?v1ncent, .2!?.• ill•. 'P• 198. 
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The 'fu{, -c:r chose to liva his own life und.er his own direction. The 
Corinthians a:pJ)8.rently decided that their way of life as .,,-~,u~A. 1't ~.( 
and ~,po; with the Savior was the 7TvF~A ,,p,.IJ and A'I'~ ,.J,.&. In 
other words , they ma.de their Gno~1s into the criterion. Their ~eizure 
of the c7'o¢',~ ,J,.c as their own"°"'~ was the final, rea.l theological 
reason for the Corinthian factions. Peul onposed this Gno ~tic t ype of 
reasoning; but he accommodated his nresentation to the framework of the 
thinking of the Corinthians. Even so, he din not condone the divisions 
,dthin the congregation in a.ny way. Paul found cuch an accol?lmodation and 
assimilation of terminology necessary for his polemic. For a profitable 
and fruitful disc ussion he need.ad the groundwork of the common language 
of mu.tually known terms. Paul also had a -pastoral outlook toward the 
Corinthians and in kindness started where they were in their undP.r-
standing of things . But one of the biggest reasons for Paul's accommo-
dation here wa s the f ac t that he found it difficult himself' to give up 
some of the essential points of the teaching concerning the Spirit at 
Corinth. He himself understood the resurrected Lord as Spirit (2 Cor. 
):l?f.). He himself looked forward to an esch~tological chnnge into a 
spiritual body (1 Cor. 15:44ff.). Above all, he valued special spiritual 
charismatic gifts very highly for the building up of the Church 
( 1 Cor. 14). Perhaps the A,r•f ro fl'l11 and "-r-1 ~11c!.xr,..,r ( 1 Cor. 12: 8) 
fit here, too. Paul stated his conviction that such charismatic gifts 
have not been given to each Christian in the same way (1 Cor. l2:4ff.i 
Rom. 12:Jff.). Yet all Christians had the same Spirit (1 Cor. J:16i 
Rom. 8:9ff., 15f.). His outlook, therefore, was to take into his own 
teaching and preaching as much as possible of the framework of the 
Corinthian teaching, while at the same time he had to combat and abrogate 
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the false, specifically Gnostic elements in that teaching. Paul had a 
double purpose, then, of taking up certain points in a positive way 
and of taking up other noints in order to abrogate them. This double 
purpose has caused a dangerous and ambieuous lack of clarity for the 
minds of many interpreters as they have considered these sections. 
This double character of Paul's argument becomes very evident 
again in the concluding two verses (2:15,16). He spoke first about the 
competence of a spiritual man to form a judgment. The spiritual man 
understood the wisdom of God's way; he recognized the hidden ~lan of 
salvation which came to the climax in the cross, and he laid hold of 
the gifts of God (John 4:10). For where the Spirit is, there faith is 
quickened.38 This passage (2:15) suggests that anyone who had received 
the Spirit was a .,,-1,1~.,,,,_.ATiM.:i, . later on (1 Cor. 14:37), Paul excluded 
ordinary believers and gave the title only to the man who possessed a 
particular 7r.,,,;..~ as well. The obvious conclusion is that Paul used 
the term for any man possessed by the Spirit. If he was thinking of the 
, 
spirit of prophecy, then prophets were .,,..v,.~t;Jeoc. ; but if he was 
thinking of the spirit of faith, then all believers were ~l~AT'i 1Coc'. 
As Stacey concludes, the important point is that the word did not only, 
or even usually, apply to ecstatics.39 
'A -~~~,.,'d,.,· • i i ti t /'1'".,,. r~,., means to e:xam ne or nves ga e. Paul did not 
really mean to lift the spiritual man above the possibility of all judg-
ment at the hands of his fellows. Every page of his letter called for 
'.38Ethelbert Stauffer, New Testament Theology, translated by John 
Marsh (New York: The Macmillan Co., c.1955), P• 1?3. 
39stacey, .212.• ill•, p. 147. 
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evaluation by the members of the church of one another and. for mutual 
helpfulness. What Paul wanted to exclude was a judp,ment from wrong 
premises, as he stated again later (4:1-4). 11When the standard is 
false, the judgment will be untrue. 114o The word e,;ftif.,/f refers to 
those who did not possess the endowment for understanding the gifts of 
the S:pirit. 
, 
The '1r#IEU,,.."n "'e./ who 11 ved out of the real spiritual dia-
logue with God, lived a new life of which the world knew nothing 
(Rom. 8:2; 14:17; 2 Cor. J:17; Gnl. 5:22ff.). 
The Apostle set out his proof in an imperfect syllogism (2:16). 
The last propoaition of this syllogism was not expressed because Paul 
considered it self-evident. Fully expressed, it would go like this: 
No one can know the mind of Christ so as to instruct Him. 
have the ~ind of Christ. Therefore, we are those people whom no one can 
know so as to instruct them.41 
This verse (2:16) q_uote3 Isaiah 4o:1J but the quotation is at 
variance with the LXX and the Hebrew text:42 
40craig, .Q:!2.. ill•, p. 42. 
41Meyer, 2l2.• £,!l., p. 59. 
42Edward Earle Ellis, Paul' a Us! _g! the fil Testament (London: 
Oliver and Boyd, 1957), p. 151. 
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In the passage from Romans Paul used the quotation to confess that 
even he did not understand the mystoriee of Goo . Here Paul used Isaiah 
to lead his readers to the assurance that the secret wisdom bas been 
nnde known to those who ~osseas Christ, the Spirit. 
Paul substituted the word "°~ for 7T',_.~" which he has used in 
the whole preceding discussion.43 He apparently equated the two terms 
h 44 ~ ere. Ordinarily Paul used the word JAouJ for mn when the reasoning 
faculty was determinative,45 when man exercised his judgment and regu-
lated pneumatic experience with a view to practical utility.46 If there 
was any Greek influence or background for this word in the mind of Faul, 
it is safer to assume a Platonic emphasis rather than a Stoic one as 
Davies remarks.47 
I 
The expression v•;-f l<"f'o~ means the understanding of the Lord 
which includes His thoughts, judgments, measures, plans, etc. The 
.~ .. , 
,hf K"f"'•u is the faculty where these originate and are elabora-
ted. 48 :Bultmann holds the opinion that Paul substituted Jl•~ll l(q,/ou 
for ~I~ because he wanted to confirm his statement about the Spirit 
of God with the quotation from Isa.iah.49 
43:aultma.nn, Theoloq of the New Testament, p. 211. 
44.ravies, .2.!2• _ill., p. 182, n. 6. 
45stacey, .5m. ill•, p. 198. 
46 Il.!g,., p. 203. 
47.ravies, .2:2,. ill•, p. 183. 
48 i 59 Meyer, .5m.. £.....1. , p. • 
~ultma.nn, Theology of the~ Testament, P• 207' 
; 
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This quotation is in the form of a question. The obvious answer 
is, "No one knows the mind of God. 11 This negative answer which Paul 
expected fitted right into his plan. He intended that such a negative 
answer to his question would silence those Corinthians who claimed 
special spiritual insight outside of Christ. He wanted to humble those 
in the congregation who were attracted to the incipient Gnosticism.SO 
Paul closed this section with the phrase :..,,.., •:j n' J,loull ,rcc,,l"t'"•~ 
), 
F)(~111 When Paul used the phrase JJ•~II >(~,rn~, he was not only 
thinking of the mental faculties with which Jestis was endowed as a man. 
He meant that Spirit which a.welt in Christ, who was Himsdf the Spirit 
(2 Cor. 3:17) and the giver of the Spirit.51 This was a confession on 
the part of Paul that Christ was God; for this passage from Isaiah 
obviously meant YAHWEH.52 :But why didn't Paul merely quote the 1,JeC~ 
)< " I 
"(""' ou since Ku(',of meant Christ for him, too? Why did he substitute 
, 
for l(u(', • ~ ? 
The answer to this question underlines Paul's specific l)Oint of 
view. >(,,,ro'r had a central position in Paul1 s entire presentation. 
, 
Above everything else, Paul thought of Xtc"A"•J in a very special way: 
Paul thought of Christ in the express image of the crucified (l:17,2Jf., 
30; 2:2). Only as the crucified could Christ be preached as the power 
and wisdom of God.SJ In the mind of Paul everything was based upon the 
50 Wilckens, g,n. ill•, 
51 Craig, .sm,. £ii. , :p. 
P• 95 • 
41. 
52:Euas Andrews, 1h!, Meaning .9i Christ ill Paul (New York: Abingdon-
Cokesbury Press, c.1949), p. 127. 
5Jwilckens, ~ill•, P• 95 • 
crucified Christ. Everything he has said concerning the Spirit and the 
apiri tual loi.owledge of revelation came down to this: The 7f'PE~ was the 
, ' 
Spirit of Christ, the E''CAVf'&u./-f ll41ov (1:23). The Gnostic point of 
view had to be taken to task and any terminology of value had to be put 
into the service of the preaching and knowledge of the crucified Christ .54 
, 
The true '1/i,l,~~lrMo,, then, were the nossessors of the mind of 
Christ. For their JJl•;'J' , too, was no different in kind from the v~~J 
X~t~o;; . They had the Spirit of Christ (Rom. 8:9,16). Christ was 
in them {Rom. 8:10; 2 Cor. 13:5). , The true 'lull~A t'fl(•c. were ideally 
one •:lith Him, as it was true tha.t Christ Himself lived in them ( Gal. 
2:20); the heart of Christ beat in them (Phil. 1:8); and He spoke in 
them (2 Cor. 13:3).55 
Paul could take up all sorts of a?parent Gnostic assertions into the 
far-reaching accommodation of his argument. He never aimed to "quench 
the Spirit 11 ( 1 The ss. 5: 19). :But Paul had to confront the Corinthians 
who were attracted to incipient Gnosticism with the Spirit of Christ in 
all Ris fullness. He had to impress them that the only Syirit which 
could give real spiritual knowledge was the Spirit of God in Christ. 
When the Corinthians misused the evidences of the S~irit to establish 
their o~m concepts of what was spiritual and wise, Paul had to establish 
the real specific historical working of the Spirit of Christ. The 
specific work of Christ was the crucifixion in which He demonstrated the 
wisdom of men to thei point of crlsis because he showed the foolishness 
54Ibid. I P• 96. 
5.5Meyer, 2.l2.• ill•, p. 60. 
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of all so-called wisdom of men. True Christian wisdom stood. the test 
only when men's wisdom was shown to be foolish by the work of Christ in 
His crucifixion.56 
The converts from paganism came to the knowledge of the true God 
by the preaching of the work of Christ. This preaching took place only 
because God in His outgoing love had first known them. There was a real 
knowledge of God for those who res-ponded to the word of God in Christ. 
This knowledge of God. even thought sufficient, was not yet final or 
perfect knowledge. In this life knowledge of God was partial knowledge 
at best (1 Cor. 13:9). It was knowledge by faith, not yet by sight. 
Knowledge of the mind of Christ was sufficient for daily guidance 
through faith in Hirn. Christians had light enough, 11 a spirit of wisdom 
anc. revelation in the knowledge of Him, having the eyes of your heart 
enlightened, that ye may know •••• " (Eph. l:l?f.). Those who were 
really guided by God were the truly spiritual. 
56wnckens, _sm. ill•, p. 96. 
CONCLUSION 
Paulina Christianity was an entirely new entity in its essentials. 
It could not be a recond.i tioned Judaism; for the Messiah had come to 
the Jaws and they were unable to accept him. Paul often mused over tho 
fact that the inability of Pharisaic Judaism to recognize a nd receive 
Christ as the Messiah had prevented. the Jewish nation from fulfilling 
its destiny, but the fact had to be faced. JUdaism did not perce.ive 
the hour of its visitation, and. the hierarchy underlined the failure by 
taking upon itself full responsibility for the Messiah's death. 
On the other hand, Paul's message was not taken over from the 
Greek culture. The central belief that redemntion was obtained through 
Jesus Christ, who took flesh, suffered, anu died, was sheer nonsense to 
the Hellenistic mind. Greek religion with its anthropomorphic deities 
and its l ack of a sense of sin could make nothing of a crucified Messiah. 
Greek philosonhers would hardly expect to learn anything from an un-
lettered J ew, executed as a common criminal. 
Pauline Christianity was therefore a new creation; not Judaism 
overhauled, nor a Hellenistic cult purified, and certainly not an uneasy 
amalgamation of the two. Paul preached Christ crucified, a new fact in 
the religious world based on his personal encounter with the Lord Himself. 
Paul does not disparage human knowledge as such. But he is very 
certain that it does not bring men to God. That depends upon God's own 
act of redemption in the cross of Christ. Access to God is not through 
human ~hilosophy or wisdom but only through the historical revelation 
of God in Christ. 
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In presenting this message to his hearers, he framed his words and 
argument in the thought patterns and words which his listeners would 
immediately recognize as a religious vocabulary with which they were 
familiar. Paul did not borrow terms to add some new and unthought of 
quality or dignity to the Glory of Christ. He sought to reveal to his 
aUdience, in the people's own language, that which is essential for true 
Christian wisdom e.nd spirituality. Paul was complete master over his · 
vocabulary. Under the influence of his own Christian eX9erience of 
ChriAt, the true Wisdom and Power of God, he molded and subdued terms 
even from the apparent religious vocabulary of inci~ient Gnosticism. He 
took over the Gnostic framework and terminology while at the same time 
he fought against what the Gnostics were teaching and doing. This was 
in keeping with his all-consuming purpose of proclaiming to his hearers 
the inexhaustible content of the Christian message. 
We may conclude, therefore, that Paul did appropriate much of the 
language current in his pagan environment, and used it as a vehicle of 
expression to convey to his readers the incomparable greatness of Jesus 
Christ, the crucified Lord of Glory. There is no reason to believe that 
this appropriation in any way influenced his Christology. 
We rejoice that new manuscript discoveries from time to time may 
shed new light upon the thought patterns and religious terminology cur-
rent in Paul's day. In fact, this study must be tentative because so 
much of what has been discovered already still remains unedited and 
unpublished. But whatever does come to light can only serve to focus 
attention unon the uniqueness of God's expressed wisdom in the crucified 
Christ no matter what terms or framework the chosen apostles used to 
convey their inspired message. 
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